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ABSTRACT: In high speed applications magnetic bearings 
offer many potential advantages over mechanical bearings. 
The type of magnetic bearing most suitable for energy 
storage flywheels is selected and analysed for the purpose 
of designing feedback control loops. A nonlinear as well as 
a small signal linear model of the "current driven" 
magnetic bearing with anlaminated magnetic components is 
derived. Subsequently describing functi ns? characterising 
the small- as well as large signal behaviour of the same 
bearing in the "voltage driven" mode, are obtained. It is 
shown that workable results are obtained for most practical 
situations by using linear systems theory, although the 
magnetic bearing is a nonlinear device. The describing 
function model enables the designer to identify the 
mechanisms leading to limit cycles under adverse operating 
conditions. Feedback control loops designed around the 
small signal characteristics produce practical results in 
the case C)f the "voltage dr·iven" mode which ar·e SLtperior to 
that of the "curr-ent driven" case. An essential refinement, 
where energy losses and vibrations arising from rotor 
imbalance are eliminated~ is described. A discrete time 
filtering technique is used. Two experimental models where 














SAMEVATTING: Vir hoespoed toespassings besit die magnetiese 
laer heelwat eienskappe wat dit potensieel meer aantreklik 
as die meganiese laer maak. Die mees geskikte magnetiese 
laer, vir toepassing in vliegwiele vir energiestoring, word 
geselekteer en met die oog op terugvoerbeheer geanaliseer. 
"n LineAre kleinseinmodel word van die nie-line~re model 
van "n stroomgevoerde magnetiese laer, met soliede staal 
Cdws ongelamineerde) poolstukke, afgelei. Hierop word die 
beskrywende funksies wat die gedrag van dieselfde laer in 
die spanningsgevoerde modus voorspel, verkry. Daar word 
aangetoon dat lineAre analise en sintese van die stelsel, 
vir die meerderheid van praktiese situasies, geldige 
resultate lewer. Die beskrywendefunksie model stel nogtans 
die ontwerper in staat om die meganismes, wat aanleiding 
gee tot die ontstaan van limietsiklusse onder swak 
bedryfstoestande, te kan identifiseer. Beheerlusse waarvan 
die ontwerp gebaseer word op die spanningsgevoerde 
kleinseinmodel lewer resultate wat beter is as di~ wat met 
die stroomgevoerde model verkry word. "n Verbetering, 
noodsaaklik vir langtermyn energiestoring, waarby 
drywingsverliese en vibrasies, wat onstaan as gevolg van 
wanbalans van die rotor, uitgeskakel word, word beskryf. 'n 
Diskrete-tyd filtertegniek word gebruik. Twee 
eksperimentele laers is gebou en volledig getoets teneinde 
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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 
1.1 Background 
Since the oil crisis of November, 1973, a great deal of 
work has been done on alternative energy sources and it has 
become apparent that the potential of many of these sources 
could be exploited economically only if suitable energy 
storage systems are available to serve as "load levelling" 
devices to the source. This is due to the disparity in the 
energy supply and demand time profiles that is usually 
encountered in any practical situation~ Arguments 
supporting this statement are dealt with more fully in 
reference ( 1 J. (throughout this te:·(t numbers appearing in 
squared brackets will refer to literature listed at the end 
c>f this te~·:t). 
Initially the technique of storing energy in so-called 
"super-flywheels" seemed to hold greater promise than the 
more conventional batteries. This was mainly due to the 
higher expected energy storage capacity per unit mass of 
the flywheel, usually refered to as specific energy [2J, 
[3J, E4J, [5J, [6J <'and E7J. Practical results achieved with 
superflywheels [8] indicate an improvement in specific 
energy relative to lead acid batteries by a factor of 2 to 
5 which makes it doubtful whether, despite several major 
advantages, they will find widespread preference to 
batteries, due to the higher expected cost and more 
sophisticated technology involved. 
The three major problem areas that could be identified with 
superflywheel systems were: 
(a) The construction of the flywheel rotor 
Cb) The suspension of the rotor <bearings> and 
Cc> The drive motor/generator required for exchanging 
energy between the flywheel and the energy system to which 













In view of the fact that extensive development work on 
superflywheel rotors was in progress, mainly in the United 
States of America in the past decade, the author became 
involved in research related to the suspension and drive 
motor/generator for such flywheels. Initially a high speed 
(40000 r/min> lkW reluctance machine with electronic 
commutation was developed for the purpose of testing rotors 
at high speed in a vacuum tank. An outflow of this was an 
investigation into the profiling of reluctance machine 
rotors, in an attempt to make them more suitable for square 
wave (as opposed to sinusoidal wave) operation. This leads 
to greater compatibility with electronic commutators. At 
the same time a higher specific power is achieved. Under 
supervision of the author, the abovementioned investigation 
into reluctance machine rotors is in its final stages of 
completion at the Rand Afrikaans University [9J. 
This thesis will concentrate mainly on the feedback control 
of a 5-axis magnetic bearing system of the type suitable 
for superflywheels. 
All flywheels known to date suffer from the fundamental 
restriction that the maximum specific energy is determined 
by the ratio of material strength <amax> to density <p> 
[2J. This is mainly due to the fact that the strength of 
the material is utilised to confine the ''energy storage 
mass'' of the flywheel to a circular orbit. This problem 
will be returned to later on in the next section. 
1.2 Why Investigate Magnetic Bearings? 
Although conventional high speed mechanical bearings are 
available which are capable of supporting the mass of the 
flywheel at the required rotational velocities (eg. 200kg 
at 25 000 r/min>, they seem to be mostly suited to 
flywheels which are primarily intended for load levelling 
in applications such as hybrid internal combustion 
flywheel vehicles <Frank, 1977, [10]) and hybrid battery 
flywheel vehicles <Towgood & Satchwell, 1977, [11J, Cornell 













The mechanical losses in such bearings are generally so 
high at these speeds that the storage efficiency of the 
system (ie the ratio of stored energy at the end of a 
charging cycle to the available energy at some later stage) 
is severely degraded for storage times in eccess of say 30 
minutes (Sabnis, Dendy and Schmitt, 1975, [14J)" More 
recently, however, two different configurations of 
mechanical bearings have been tested at The Johns Hopkins 
Applied Physics Laboratory <APL> where the high speed drag 
losses measured under laboratory conditions were so low as 
to be comparable to those of magnetic bearings <Rabenhorst, 
Small and Wilkinson, 1980, [15J)" The techniques used here 
were very novel and at this stage it is difficult to judge 
their practical usefulness" 
In applications where storage times are relatively short, 
say at most a few minutes, relatively high bearing losses 
can be tolerated since these losses will then only 
represent a small fraction of the total energy exchange. 
The author conducted an experiment where a 10kg disc was 
suspended on two 25mm <inner diameter> deepgroove ball 
bearings and spun in a vacuum chamber at a pressure of 
144Pa. This rotor was carefully balanced dynamically and 
rundown time constants of typically 3 hours were measureda 
In this type of application mechanical bearings require 
sophisticated lubrication systems and special mounting 
techniques have to be resorted to in order to accommodate 
the imbalance of the flywheel which is constantly shifting 
with changing speeda This problem may be overcome by 
providing resilient mountings for the stator of the 
bearing. This technique is applied in certain 
turbomolecular pumps (Usselmann, 1977, [16J>, and was also 
applied by the author for the testing of high speed turbine 
rotors at 35000 r/minaa See fig. 1.1. 
Alternately the flywheel may be suspended on a flexible 
quill as shown in fig 1.2" This method would normally only 












coolant chanel elastomer mount 
_..#"' 
stator 
high speed rotor 
FIG.1.1 RESILIENTLY MOUNTED BALL BEARING 



















unique stability problems which have been analysed by 
Younger [17J. Special mechanical dampers are required for 
the stabilisation of such a system. 
The fundamental reason why mechanical bearings 
problematic is because of their tendency to display a 
degree of stiffness at the rotational frequencies of 
flywheel. As a consequence the slightest degree 
imbalance cannot be tolerated. A technique will 







stiffness of a magnetic bearing could be reduced to zero at 
the rotational frequency, thus eliminating effectively all 
the losses associated with imbalance. 
Although an unlimited life may be expected from a magnetic 
bearing due to the absence of mechanical friction, it must 
be stated in favour of mechanical bearings that a long life 
may also be expected in the relatively clean vacuum 
environment of the flywheel. Experience with turbomolecular 
pumps has indicated that mechanical bearings may be 
operated at high speed without interruption for 40 000 
hours and longer C16J. 
The idea of suspending a rotor without contact between 
magnetic poles is very attractive since problems 
encountered with mechanical and gas bearings such as 
lubrication, fine tolerance specifications and limited 
lifetime may be totally eliminated. With respect to <a> 
energy losses due to drag, resistance and magnetic losses, 
Cb> reliability and Cc) stiffness presented to high 
frequency vibrations, considerable improvements may be 
obtained relative to mechanical bearings provided the 
correct configuration is chosen for the application in 
mind. Low frequency stiffness and steady state errors can 
also be tailored to suit the application within very wide 
limits. Magnetic bearings could in fact be designed to be 
stiffer than mechanical bearings. With integral feedback 
infinite low frequency stiffness may be achieved and under 
certain conditions such bearings could even be designed to 












During this investigation into magnetic bearings and after 
much reflection on the restriction on superflywheels 
mentioned at the end of section 1.1 it became apparent that 
should magnetic forces, instead of material stresses, be 
employed to confine an energy storage mass to its required 
orbit, much greater specific energies may be achieved in 
large installations <> 1 MWh> than with superflywheels. 
Such a magnetically restrained kinetic energy system 
<MARKES>, as described in references C1J and [18J, relies 
totally on magnetic suspension and a thorough understanding 
of the latter is therefore essential. It is estimated that 
such a system, with an energy storage capacity of 2000 MWh, 
would cost between one sixth and one third of the price of 
a comparable pumped storage scheme. 
Thus, in spite the pessimism expressed earlier regarding 
superflywheels, an investigation into magnetic bearings is 
nevertheless relevant to the field of inertial energy 
storage and in addition to this many other applications of 
magnetic bearings are envisaged particularly where high 
speeds are involved and where lubricants are often 
incompatible with the operating environment such as 
gyroscopes, centrifuges, turbo molecular pumps, compressors 
for corrosive fluids etc. 
It is well known that magnetic bearings have already been 
employed to a certain degree in most of the abovementioned 
applications <see, for instance, references [19J&C20J). A 
great deal of work has been published to date on linear 
motion magnetic bearings which are being investigated for 
the levitation and suspension of trains by workers in the 
field such as Laithwaite C21J, Jayawant [22J, Nasar and 




also applicable to 
in depth literature 
not appear to be available, 
hitherto largely unexploited 
in these publications are 
rotary magnetic bearings. 
on the latter, however, does 
probably since this is a 
technology and the relevant 
information is being withheld due to military as well as 
commercial considerations. Much of the work presented here 













done elsewhere which is not generally accessible and thus 
also unknown. 
1.3 The Objectives of this Investigation 
The objective bf this investigation is primarily to gain a 
deeper insight into the dynamic behaviour of magnetic 
bearings in order to obtain the simplest, yet reliable, 
techniques for designing feedback loops for these bearings 
which have been adapted for the specific application in 
mind. The basic premise is that the system should be stable 
over the the widest possible range of operating conditions, 
it should preferably display no resonances <thus critically 
or overcritically damped), the settling times should be as 
short as possible and the positional errors 
operating conditions should preferably be 
implying some form of integral feedback). 
during static 
zer·o <thus 
If at all 
practical, the procedure followed in designing the feedback 
loops should be based on well known linear systems theory 
similar to that which has been published in the literature. 
However, the conditions under which the bearing will become 
unstable, ie where the linear model used is no longer a 
good enough approximation, should be clearly identified. 
The latter has not been done by previous workers and, based 
on the author•s own experience with experimental bearings, 
is very important. 




more pronounced to this application are to be 
partic~larly if this has not been done 
For instance, due to the high rotational 
velocities involved, it is impractical to use laminations 
or ferrites for the magnetic components. It is to be 
expected that eddy currents in these components will have a 
marked influence on the dynamic behaviour of the bearing. 
Since no previous treatment taking the latter into account 
can be found such an analysis will be done here in order to 
gain the necessary insight. 
1.4 Chronological Development of this Investigation and 












In chapter 2 a superficial review of various types of 
magnetic bearing will be given. Qualitative arguments will 
be presented in favour of the so--callE-~d "5 active ~~>:is 
magnetic: be.•ar i ng" 
stoi··age systems. 
for application to flywheel energy 
Chapter 3 will be devoted to the derivation of a 
mathematical model of a magnetic bearing, where the current 
through the driving- or control coils is taken as the 
independent or externally controlled variable. This 
produces a set of nonlinear equations from which a new set 
of line«:1r stat<~ equations .:i.re derived for "small. 
displacements about the nominal point". 
At the beginning of this investigation the above linear 
model was used in an attempt to design a feedback loop. 
Asymptotic stability of the bearing could be achieved 
ultimately after much trial and error adjustment of the 
feedback parameters which were initially calculated 
analytically. The dynamic behaviour of the system after 
such an exercise always left much to be desired. Similar 
problems have been reported by Jayawant [22J when 
controlling a suspension system in a similar fashion. 
Finally a Bode diagram was drawn from the experimentally 
measured relationships between rotor displacement and 
driving coil voltage. A feedback loop, based on this Bode 
diagram was designed. This approach immediately produced 
significantly better results. Under certain conditions, 
however, the system would develop either stable or unstable 
limit cycles which obviously arose from the nonlinearities 
in the system but were not fully understood at this stage. 
A deeper investigation into this voltage driven system was 
thus essential. This is done in chapter 4 where it will be 
seen that by making the bearing voltage driven, some of the 
abovementioned nonlinearities are eliminated, making the 
mathematical analysis much mere straightforward. A large 













The dynamic behaviour problem of the current driven bearing 
was largely overcome by Jayawant [24J using a somewhat 
different approach. The driving coil current was still used 
as the system input, while, in addition to the position 
sensor .. , C.':\ Hall element was installe)d in the gap ("airgap" 
would be a misnomer since flywheels are operated in a 
vacuum) to measure the magnetic flux, effectively providing 
an additional feedback path for one of the system state 
variables. If the loop gain associated with this latter 
feedback path is sufficiently high, the inverse 
relationship between the flux and the gap length is 
effectively eliminated <see chapter 3). An approximately 
linear relationship will then exist between magnetic flux 
and the control signal derived from the position sensors. 
The system thus becomes more stable and more linear. The 
major disadvantage of this technique is the added 
complexity of the Hall sensor which has to be installed in 
the gap. 
The rest of chapter 4 is devoted to a further refinement of 
the model of the mechanical system in order to obtain a 
transfer function for the total system that agrees more 
closely to the experimentally measured transfer function, 
which is also presented here. 
The main objective of chapter 5 is to obtain a 
straightforward technique for designing a satisfactory 
feedback network for a magnetic bearing. After considering 
state variable feedback, by means of a state observer, it 
was concluded that a straightforward approach, making use 
of the Bode diagram of the transfer function, works just as 
well. After obtaining asymptotic stability by means of a 
feedback loop which has been designed around the 
analytically determined Bode diagram, this Bode diagram is 
then verified experimentally and any neccessary 
readjustments can be made to the feedback parameters. Due 
to the greater simplicity of the latter procedure, it is to 
be preferred. 
An idea of using the driving coil vol tage-curr·ent 













thus obviating the need of a position transducer, is also 
investigated in chapter 5. When put into practice this idea 
unfortunately did not work. 
During this investigation, after the experimental bearings 
were operating successfully, it became apparent that rotor 
imbalance was problematic, particularly at high speeds, 
since this led to unacceptably high energy losses. A simple 
technique of discrete time filtering is presented in 
chapter 6 which effectively eliminat~s these losses in the 
magnetic bearing. 
Chapter 7 is the final chapter where the results of this 
investigation are discussed and evaluated, magnetic 
bearings ai-e evaluated in general and recommendations for 
follow-up work are made. 
1.5 Originality and Novelty of this Thesis 
Unless an explicit statement is made to the contrary in the 
text of this thesis , all the ideas, theories, mathematical 
derivations and techniques presented here are the author's 
own original work except for the occasional inclusion of 
such work which is obviously well known, but has been 
included for the sake of clarity and continuity in the 
development of certain arguments. 
1.6 Description of experimental systems 
The work presented in this thesis is based 
results obtained mainly from two magnetic 
on experimental 
bearings that 
were designed, built and tested for the purpose. The first 
(bearing no. 1) was a 30 Newton single radial bearing <2 
active axes>, driven by a router motor which could be spun 
up to 25000 r/min. and the second (bearing no. 2) a fully 
suspended (5 active axes) system where the radial 
displacement along two orthogonal axes at each shaft 
extremity as well as the axial displacement was controlled, 
in each case, by a set of diagonally opposed 













and could be spun up to 13000 r/min., the material strength 
of the rotor being the limiting factor. 
1.6.1 Single radial magnetic bearing <bearing no. 1> 
Please refer to figures 1.3 and 1.5. 
Magnetic circuit: 
Due to the shape of the magnetic poles and the high 
rotational speed it is impractical to laminate the magnetic 
cicuit. An objective of this exercise was thus to determine 
how practical it would be to use solid steel for the entire 
magnetic circuit. The material chosen for this bearing was 
type 17-4PH Martensitic steel which was heat treated, prior 
to machining, in order to relieve any possible internal 
stresses, obtain the highest degree of magnetic softness 
according to the manufacturer's specifications and to 
improve the machineability of the material. According to 
the manufacturer the magnetisation curve of this steel, 
after heat treatment, corresponds very closely to that of 
mild steel. This was taken for granted. The main reasons 
for choosing this material were its high corrosion 
resistance, superior tensile strength and good 
machineability, making it far superior to mild steel. 
Driving coils: 
These coils were wound with 250 turns of 0,2mm diameter 
enamelled copper wire on a 30mm potcore coil former. The de 
copper resistance was measured as 2,5Q. The magnetising 
inductance <ie the inductance associated with the flux that 
crosses the gap between the stator and the rotor) was 
measured as 4,42 mH which compares· very well with the 
calculated value of 4,3 mH obtained from eq. 3.8. 
The above inductance was obtained by positionong a search 
coil of 10 turns in the gap so as to effectively couple 
with the total flux crossing the gap from one of the pole 
faces. The induced voltage in this search coil was used to 
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Th f2 ,, .. ot o r· con~stuctecl by sh1··inking the.1 
martensitic s teel bearing element ove r the end of a so lid 
aluminium s haf t. A 3mmx100mm steel quill was fitted into 
the opposite end of the aluminium shaft. The loose end of 
this quill 
thus 
wa s clamped into the chuck of a 25000 r/min. 
providing a flexible coupling for the purpose 
of driving the rotor at high speed. With this flexible 
coupling the magnetic bearing end of the rotor was, for a ll 
practical purposes, completely free to move in the radia l 
plane with the driving coils in the demagnetised state. The 
rot or shaft was normally operated with its axis in the 
vertical direction and with the magnetic bearing o n top, 
except when constant gravity loading tests were carried 
out, in which case the whole assembly was turned 
ho1~ i sont.::d. 1 y. 
Position sensors: 
Optical sensors were used o n this bearing employing thE.1 
same basic principle as that described in the literature 
[22J,[24J&[42J . Instead of using an incandesc:ant lamp etc., 
which may not always be very reliable, a commercially 
a.vai 1 able so-··c:al led "sol.wee and sen~;rn~ asSE?mbl y" v\las 
employed which has an infrared light emitting diode which 
illuminates a phototransistor. Both these units are moulded 
into a single rugged plastic body with the infrared l igh t 
beam crossing a slot in the st ucture. Four of these 
assemblies were mo unted around the cicumference of the 
rotor at 90 degree intervals between the stat o r driving 
magnets in such a way that one half of the above 1,27mm 
square l ight beam was interrupted by a thin flange on the 
rotor when the rotor was in its neutral position. A radial 
displacement of the rotor would cause a differen t ial in the 
photocurrents of two diametrically opposed sensors. This 
differential current is then amplified, producing a 
displacement signal for the axis in question. By summing 













the correct sense, the displacements along the driving coil 
axes, which are displaced 
obtained. By positioning the 
degrees to the former, are 
sensors between the driving 
coils in stead of directly in line with them, the whole 
bearing assembly can be made much more compact rendering it 
much more rugged and thus less susceptable to parasitic 
mechanical resonances, which could be very bothersome when 
attempting to optimise the system response (see later 
Since the displacement along any one of the two chapter 5). 
driving coil 
stead of one 
axes is 
two, 
now derived from four sensors, in 
or this has an averaging effect which 
makes the system less sensitive to small irregularities on 
the rotor rim. Lastly, since the sensors are used as pairs 
in a differential mode, the 
sensitive to temperature, 
fluctuations. 
position signals are 
voltage and ambient 
Discrete time notch filter: (see fig. 1 .5) 
less 
light 
This filter is fully described in c h apter 6. Its function 
is to eliminate displacement signal which arise from 
imbalance of the rotor. It is only switched into the 
feedback loop at high speed when the sampling frequency, 
which equals the rotation frequency, is high enough so that 
the system will not become unstable. A circuit diagram of 
this filter is given in appendix 6A. 
Compensator: 
The magnetic bearing with positional feedback j~ closed-
(as well as open-) loop unstable. The main objective of 
this thesis is, as stated previously, to synthesise H(s) in 
an optimal way so that, in t he first instance, the system 
becomes stable and secondly , to prov i de the system with a 
suitable dynamic response. The reader is referred to 
chapter 5 for details where a circiut diagram of HCs) is 
shown in fig. 
Continuous time notch filter: 
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to <::i. damped, modify the dynamics of 
degradation in performance and often to instability. This 
problem was experienced with the solid rotor shaft of this 
Since this rotor was required to operate at high 
speed, no simple form of mE?c:hanical damping could be 
incorporated. The problem was readi ly solved electronically 
with this notch filter which was tuned to eliminate the 
rotor resonance frequency of 925 Hz. A ci rcuit diagram of 
the latter may be found in appendix 4A and f urther details 
are given in chapters 4 and 5. 
Power amplifier: 
A "pseudo class B" amplifier was u sed as shown in fig. :L.6" 
With a positive input si gnal , say e, a voltage Ave i~ 
+ applied to one of the driving coils (coil x >, where Av is 
the amplification factor of the ampli fi er . When the input 
signal changes polarity to say -e, the energy in co i l x+ is 
returned to the supply and a voltage Ave is applied to the 
opposite coi 1 ( :·: ) • The val u e of {~v was nominal J. y 2. 
1.6.2 The three dimensional (5 active axis) bear ing 
This bearing system is shown in fig. 1.4 and is mainly an 
e;·~ t.ensi on of the above s y stem to 5 (as opposed to : ·:) 
ac:t i vel y cont l"·ol l ed a:-: €~s. Conceptual 1 y the "other- end" of 
which was coupled to the router motor vi ci. a 
-f 1 e:-:ib1 e quill is now also provided wi th a radial bearing. 
An axial magnetic: bearing is also added. The combination of 
the 1 at ter- two bearings thus provide the positioning 
functicin formerly provided by the quil l . A small ::> .. phas;e 
axial flux permanent magnet motor was built for driving the 
rotor. This motor was mounted on top of the bearing so that 
the attr-a.c:tic.in f or-ce bf.~tween the permanent magnet on the 
rotor <...:i.nd poles would counterac t the gravity 
force on the rotor. This arrangement offers the possibility 
of invest i ga.t :i ng the~ so--·c:al 1 ~?d "v:i l"·tu;:i.1 z el"·o power·" c:r.:mcE~pt 
[ 25], in spite of the fact that it was realised all along 
that permanent. magnets suitable for lifting a fullscale 
f J. y\AJhet::~l ~\loul d be pr-oh i bit i vel y e:-: pensive. This "virtual 












force on the flywheel exactly with the force set up by a 
permanent magnet. The only function of the driving magnets 
is then to maintain the rotor in this unstable state of 
equilibrium. Under quiescent conditions, with zero 
mechanical and electrical noise, the power delivered to the 
control coils is "virtually zero". 
The control loops of this bearing were designed along the 
same lines as for the single radial bearing, the only major 
departure being in the type of position transducer used. 
Table 1. 1 LEGEND to Fig. 1.4 
----------·------
1 Rotor Bearing Element 13 
2 A:dal Driving Coil <lower) 14 
"!!' ·-· Radial Driving Coil 15 
4 Base Plate 16 --
5 Cover Plate 17 
6 Axial Driving Coil (upper) 18 
7 Spa.c:e1~ Ring 19 
8 Central Pillar 2121 
9 Outer Pi 11 ar 21 
Hl F:otor 22 
11 Motor Housing 23 
12 Prm:imity Senso1~ 24 --------
Inductive proximity sensors: 
Pro:·: i mi t y Sensor 
Rotor Bearing Element 
Motor Stator 








Pro:-: imi ty Se_~C, ___ ,, __ J 
The ferrite core inductive sensor that was developed for 
this bearing 
distance f1~om 
undergoes an impedance 
a nearby ferromagnetic 
surface changes. These sensors were, 
change when its 
and/or conductive 
in the case of the 
four radial axes, also operated in a differential mode, 
similar to the optical sensors above. In 
radial axis, however, both sensors had 




case of the 
be 
transducer whilst the other acted as a reference. 
mounted 
posit i cm 
When the 
surface that is sensed is predominantly conductive (as 
opposed to ferromagnetic) the sign of the position signal 
is inverted, as can be seen from the curves of fig.1.7. The 
University of Cape Town 
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operation of these sensors is fully described in an 
internal report [26J. 
The main advantages of 
lower sensitivity to 
these proximity sensors are their 
minor surface irregularities than 
optical sensors, 
etc. on the rotor 
no special shapes such as thin flanges 
are required as in the case of the 
optical sensors and, as a consequence of the latter, one 
has a greater freedom of choice in their placing. The major 
disadvantage that was experienced was their sensitivity to 
magnetic interference which made it impractical to mount 
them between the driving magnets such a~ was done with the 
optical sensors in bearing no.1. Even after moving them 
some distance away considerable effort was required to 
provide adequate magnetic screening as well as filtering of 
the sensor signal. Initially the parasitic feedback caused 
by this coupling between the drive magnets and the sensors 
was so severe that the dynamic performance of the system 
was severely degraded, a situation which could not be 
improved by simply adjusting the feedback parameters. 
However, after the above screening and filtering was 
successfully carried out very desireable dynamic 
performan~e characteristics could be obtained. 
Multi-variable feedback control: 
It was realised from the beginning that with the method of 
control employed here a certain amount of cross-coupling 
was to be expected between the various control loops. This 
cross-coupling arises from rotor dynamics and, with the 
rotor stationary, has the same nature as the cross-coupling 
which is experienced with multi-point magnetic suspension 
of vehicles [22J,[27J&[42J. With a rotating rotor the 
situation becomes much more complex due to the gyroscopic 
effects of the rotor. A general analysis of the dynamics of 
this rotating body is not possible because of the 
complexity and non-linearity of the system (see, for 
instance, ref[28J). An approximate transfer function 
matrix, which relates all the displacements of the rotor to 
all the input forces may be derived by making various 












one considers that, due to the mechanical restraints placed 
on the movement of the rotor, the angular displacements of 
the rotor can only be very small. Such a transfer function 
matrix was derived by the author using a different approach 
to that of Craig [29] for the dynamically tuned gyroscope. 
Identical results were obtained, however. This transfer 
function matrix could not be verified experimentally since 
the gyroscopic and other cross-coupling effects of the 
experimental rotor were so small that they were swamped by 
noise. This observation indicates that, at least for this 
experimental experimental 3-dimensional bearing~ all 
cross-coupling may be ignored and the feedback loops 
designed seperately. The transfer function matrix is thus 
considered to be purely diagonal. Using this approach with 
the experimental bearing, very satisfactory results were 
obtained in practice. Since no experimental verification of 
the abovementioned analysis can be presented this work will 
not be included in this thesis. It will hopefully be 













TYPES OF MAGNETIC BEARINGS 
In order to set the background, this chapter is mainly a 
superficial and qualitative review of various types of 
magnetic bearings. In most cases purely qualitative 
arguments are sufficient to indicate whether the particular 
bearing under consideration is suitable for flywheel energy 
storage applications. 
For the sake of convenience magnetic bearings may be 
divided into two main categories, ie: 
1 Repulsion type magnetic bearings and 
2 Attraction type magnetic bearings. 
2.1 Repulsion Type Magnetic Bearings 
This category may again be subdivid d into eddy-current or 
induction magnetic bearings and double magnet bearings. 
2.1.1 Eddy-current Bearings 
This type, which has been investigated extensively (see, 
for instance the bibliography which is given in reference 
[22J>, is normally applied to high speed vehicles, such as 
trains, where a strong magnetic field is set up by 
cryogenic superconducting magnets in one of the two 
elements, normally the one on the vehicle, whilst the other 
element <the rail) consists of a conductive sheet. Due to 
relative motion between the two elements eddy currents are 
induced in the conductive sheet which oppose the moving 
magnetic field. The vehicle experiences levitational as wel 
as drag forces. A great advantage of such a levitational 
system is that it is inherently stable and well damped. 
Disadvantages are that levitation is lost below a certain 
minimum relative velocity and, more important, the drag 
forces are so high that this type of magnetic bearing is 
impractical for flyweel energy storage systems (see Nasar, 
Boldea, 1976, [23]). 
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In this type of bearing either a permanent- or an 
electromagnet is mounted in each one of the elements, with 
like poles facing each other, resulting in the elements 
repelling each other. In figures 2.1. and 2.2. two examples 
of these bearings are shown. 
According to Earnshaw [30J, a body can be stabilised by the 
above procedure in at most two of the three geometric 
dimensions. In the third dimension either a servo system or 
mechanical bearings are required for stability. Wang and 
Marx [31J report on the development of a three dimensional 
bearing, of this type, where the above stability problem 
was overcome means of servo controlled electromagnets, 
replacing the permanent magnets in at least one of the 
axis. 
Because of the relatively small BH product, and 
consequently small repulsion forces, that could be obtained 
in the past with permanent magnets, this technique has only 
been applied to very light rotors such as, for instance, 
Watt-hour meters [20J. This maximum BH product was 
typically 30kJ/m3 . With modern rare earth magnets such as 
samarium cobalt <SmCo5 > this figure has been raised to 
approximately 120 kJ/m3 with a corresponding increase in 
repulsion forces. In an experiment carried out with 
samarium cobalt magnets, as shown in fig. 2.2, repulsion 
forces were measured according to the graph in fig. 2.3. 
_The repulsion type bearing, when constructed with permanent 
magnets, is virtually lossless, and thus may be considered 
to be ideal in this respect. 
At the time of this writing, however, rare earth permanent 
magnets are prohibitively expensive for suspension of 
energy storage flywheels. It may be argued that 
electromagnets are ultimately more expensive because they 
continuously draw power. It is estimated, however, that the 
power consumption for suspending an 18 MJ flywheel could be 
as low as 10 Watts which represents an anual energy 












of the latter amount of electric energy will ever exceed 
the interest on the capital for permanent magnets which 
will cost approximately R2000-00. This type of bearing will 
thus not be considered any further in this investigation. 
2.2 The Attraction Type Magnetic Bearing 
Such a system may consist of permanent magnets, 
electromagnets or a combination of both, where, as implied 
by the name, attraction forces are employed. This type of 
bearing is inherently unstable but offers the advantage 
that it can support greater forces than the repulsion 
bearing. In systems incorporating permanent magnets the 
losses could theoretically approach zero since the 
permanent magnets could provide the main lifting force, 
hence no quiescent current is required as explained in 
chapter 1 section 1.6.2 and ref. C25J. 
In a larger system, such as will be investigated here, 
where economic considerations exclude the use of permanent 
magnets, iron losses may nevertheless approach a 
theoretical zero <see later) whilst copper losses may be 
kept low enough by careful! design to render the system 
practical for long term energy storage applications. 
Attraction type magnetic bearings were probably firstly 
incorporated into gyroscopes and later into momentum wheels 
and flywheel energy stores in spacecraft <Poubeau, 1977, 
C32J). More recently they are being used in turbomolecular 
pumps C33J and presently are finding their way into high 
precision machine tools C34J and probably many other 
appl i cati <..1ns;. 
2.2.1 The Resonance Hagnetic Bearing 
This is a sub-category of the attraction type magnetic 
bearing which has been investigated by Kaplan C35J[36J, 
,J ayawi:i.nt and 
Gilinson and 
Rea [37J. In a publicci.tion by Frazier, 
Oberbeck [44J this type of bearing has been 
dealt with exhaustively. It possesses a significant 
advantage over most other attraction type bearings because 












that no servo system is required. Dynamically its 
performance is not acceptable and special damping 
mechanisisms are required which are described in the above 
references. Basically two stationary electromagnets are 
placed on opposite sides of the rotor or moveable element 
of the bearing. An alternating current of fixed frequency 
f 0 is caused to flow through both of these electromagnets, 
causing opposing pulsating magnetic forces to act upon the 
rotor. With the rotor in the neutral position both 
electromagnets will have equal inductance. With equal 
applied voltages equal currents will flow, giving rise to 
equal but opposing forces. The rotor thus experiences zero 
resultant force. Equal capacitors are coupled in series 
with each of the electromagnets, the values of which have 
been chosen to "cle~tune" the result.ant. LC net.w1::irks sl i ght.l y 
from ·f 
0
• This "det.uni ng" is chosen so that should the rotor 
move away from say electromagnet no.1, the resonant 
frequency of LC network no. 1 will shift closer to f
0 
due 
to the resultant inductance change. The current in this 
circL1it rises sha1~p1y!, provided that the "G~" is high 
enough. At circuit no. 2 the opposite happens. The end 
result is a restoring force on the rot.or. 
The major disadvantage of this technique arises from the 
fact that an ac power supply is required which gives rise 
to constant iron losses in the bearing. The significance of 
this becomes more apparent when considering the fact that 
the rotor element of the magnetic bearing cannot be 
laminated easily, nor can it be manufactured from ferrite 
materials, due mainly to mechanical strength considerations 
for high speed operation. 
2.3 Magnetic Bearing Configurations and Geometry 
As mentioned previously, due to Earnshaw [30J, at least one 
of the axes of the totally magnetic bearing system has to 
be controlled actively by a servo loop. The following three 
configurations are thus possible. 
2.3.1 Radially Passive, Rxially Rctive Bearing 












low or zero acceleration forces are encountered in the 
radial plane, such as with a vertical axis stationary 
flywheel where the required radial restoring forces are 
very small. Sufficient damping in the radial plane may be 
obtained by means of passive eddy current dampers [19J. 
For stationary terrestrial applications the constant 
gravitational force has to be counterbalanced by the axial 
bearing. Provided the elements of the latter posess an 
axi-symmetrical geometry, no iron losses will be 
experienced in spite of the constant magnetic flux through 
the elements and relative high speed rotation. This is 
explained later. 
A disadvantage of this configuration is the fact that the 
drive motor/generator should preferably be of the more 
expensive axial air gap type since a radial air gap motor 
may develop radial magnetic imbalance forces which may 
become too large for the passive radial bearing. 
2.3.2 Rxially Passive, Radially Rctive Bearings 
Due to the high cost of permanent magnets the main loads 
placed on the bearing would normally be supported by the 
active axes. Furthermore, an active radial bearing is 
always lossy under load because it has to be controlled 
independently along the two orthogonal radial axes. Usually 
four stator poles would be required Ctwo per axis). Under 
load and with rotation the rotor element would thus 
experience cyclic changes in magnetic flux density, 
associated iron losses <see later chapter 7). 
with 
would be suitable for small 
for instance, gyroscopes, it 
further in this investigation 
due to the drawbacks it poses for larger systems. 
Although this configuration 
vertical axis rotors such as, 
will not be dealt with any 
2~3.3 Fally Rctive Hagnetic Bearings 
As the name implies, all axes are actively controlled by 












versatile configuration and can be used under virtually all 
conditions, the only disadvantage being its complexity. 
Typically five axes have to be controlled actively Cie two 
radial axes per shaft end and one axial axis). 
With the foregoing discussion in mind this configuration 
becomes an obvious choice for mobile bulk energy storage 
systems. In the following chapters the actively controlled 













THE CURRENT DRIVEN MAGNETIC BEARING WITH INFINITE MASS 
STATOR 
From now on, for the sake of brevity, the term magnetic 
bearing will be used to replace "actively controlled 
attraction type magnetic bearing'' <see chapter 2). 
In this chapter the equations describing the behaviour of 
the above bearing, similar to the equations of chapter 5 in 
reference C22J and also in ref.C27J, are derived. The main 
difference is that the core eddy current effects are also 
taken into account. The influence of eddy currents has been 
considered by Bohn C46J for an electromagnetic levitation 
system employing solid tracks and magnetic cores. The eddy 
currents in the latter case are continuously induced with 
vehicle movement and the primary concern is the resultant 
loss of levitation and the asssociated drag on the vehicle 
which leads to an increased power consumption. In this 
investigation the main interest lies in the influence which 
the eddy current have on the dynamic performance of the 
feedback system. As pointed out later on, the eddy currents 
here are only of a transient nature and associated power 
losses are thus of secondary importance. Bohn has thus 
adressed an altogether different problem. The equations 
characterising the system will be written as a set of 
nonlinear state equations which will then be used to obtain 
a set of linear state equations describing the dynamic 
behaviour of the rotor for very small displacements from 
its neutral 
1 i nea.1~ model was 
"zero" position. A similar 
also derived by Gottzein and 
state space 
Lange C27J 
for a linear motion bearing (suspended vehicle) where 
variation in track height is one of the prime 
considerations. The latter phenomenon is absent here and as 
a consequence a different and more suitable state vector is 
chosen. In any case, this analysis is more detailed than 
c:an be found in any of the above references. It is felt 
that, although such detai 1 may be consi der·ed to be 
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The various axes of the bearing system are initially 
assumed to be orthogonal to each other and are thus 
considered to operate independently with little or no 
mutual influence. The basic principles governing the 
behaviour of the bearing are the same for all axes, 
consequently only one axis Cie the axial one> will be 
analysed and the results obtained may then be applied to 
any other axis with the neccessary change in parameters. 
3.1 The Physical System 
An axial bearing is shown in its simplest form in fig. 3.1. 
Two electromagnets, A1 and A2 , form the stator elements. 
The magnetomotive forces Cmmf's>, which are set up by the 
coils of A1 and A2 , result in magnetic flux densities B1 
and B2 which couple with the rotor elements and in turn 
cause opposing magnetic forces f 1 and f 2 to act upon the 
rotor. The rotor will be in equilibrium provided 
f 1-f ,.,=Ma ( l\J) a u a n a a n a a a a n a n n a a a ft u n u n n a a a a n 11 a n n c n n u r. n a a er ( 3 n 1 ) ... 
where M=total mass of the rotor <kg> 
r~ 
and a=total acceleration experienced by the rotor <mis~>. 
At this stage it is of interest to note that, in the 
absence of a radial bearing, the system in fig. 3.1 is 
inherently stable in the radial plane, because any radial 
displacement of the rotor will cause an increase in the 
reluctance of the magnetic flux paths resulting in an 
associated radial restoring force. Further, with the rotor 
in the radially neutral position, it is quite evident that, 
in spite of normal rotation of the rotor, no closed path 
can be found in either of the elements where any change in 
flux coupling takes place. Thus no voltages are induced in 
the elements and no eddy currents, with associated losses, 
will flow. Because no change in magnetisation takes place, 
no hysteresis losses will occur either. This lossless 
operation is due to the axial symmetry of the elements. 













Assume the coils and all other parameters of the pole pairs 
1 and 2 to be identical. Generally the rotor has an axial 
displacement of x (m) from the central or neutral position 
in the axial direction. With the rotor in the neutral 
position the distance between the elements of both pole 
pairs is d (m). 
Under no-load conditions and with the rotor stationary in 
the axially neutral position, equal quiescent currents I
0
>0 
are forced to flow in both coils 1 and 2. 
Under transient or non-equilibrium conditions a control 
current i 1 <t> is superimposed upon 10 in such a way that 
the resultant currents for coils 1 and 2 ie i 2 <t> and i 4 <t> 
respectively, will never go negative nor exceed the allowed 
maximum current Im. 
Thus: 
I + i < t) for -- I ·= .• i ( t) <I - I 
o 1 o 1 m o 
i < t ) == 121 for i ( t ) < - I 
2 1 0 
I f or i < t > > I - I 
m 1 m o 
and ({~) ••• c.:::. 2) 
I -i < t) for I - I < i ( t) < I 
o 1 o m 1 o 
i ( t ) = (ii f or i ( t ) > I 
4 1 0 
I for i < t > < I - I 
m 1 o m 
where Im>I 0 is the maximum current that can flow in either 
coil due to the current limit of the servo amplifier that 
drives the coils. The restrictions indicated in equations 
<3.2) imposed on i 2 and i 4 , preventing either from going 
negative, are necessary because the magnetic forces acting 
upon the rotor are only dependent on the magnitude of the 
magnetising currents and not on their sign (see later 
eq. (3. 12)) n 
It is further assumed that the reluctance of the air gaps 
between the pole pairs is dominant, thus the reluctance of 













densities in the iron which are well below the saturation 
level. 
Initially it will be assumed that the stator elements are 
infinitely large or· immoveably fb(ed to mechci.nical "ground" 
and can consequently, not be displaced. This obviously does 
not agree with the practical situation but is a 
simplification which is brought in to gain an initial 
"feel" for the system unde:·~r investigation. Lat.e1~ on this 
restriction will be removed to provide a more general and 
accurate model of the system. 
3.2 Equivalent Circuit of the Electromagnets 
As stated previously, the rotor elements of the bearing 
have to be solid steel components. Furthermore the stator 
elements, particularly in the case of the axial bearing 
being considered, should preferably also be machined out of 
solid steel as it would be difficult and costly to obtain 
such a shape in laminated form. The result of employing 
this unlaminated structure is that eddy currents will flow 
during flux changes of the magnetic field which in turn 
will influence the dynamic behaviour of the system. 
The effect of the above eddy currents can be represented 
most conveniently by a resistor r 1 connected in parallel 
with the magnetising inductances L1 and L2 of the coils 
< se:~e f i g • 3. 2) . 
The above iron resistance r 1 can be determined by an 
experimental Bode plot of either e 11i 2 <t> or e 21i 4 <t>, 
where e 1 and e 2 are the induced voltages across coils 1 and 
2 respectively. In appendix 3A it is shewn, from 
experimental data, that this representation is a fair 
approximation of the true physical system. This model is 
only valid at relatively low frequencies, as shown in fig. 
3A.1. At high frequencies other parasitic effects dominate, 
as can be expected. 
The effective 
eq. (3 .. 8), 
value 
sect.3.3) 
of the magnetising inductance L 0 (see 














r .. el ati ng the 
fig. 3.2 a voltage transfer function A<s>, 
the voltage e 1 to the driving coil voltage, 
may be derived: 
r s 
l. 
A ( S) =--.. ----·-- a a a a a a a a a: n n a u a n u ( 3 u 2a) 
·· r L +r L +r L r r -. 
I 2 1 1 1 1 e cu 1 1 cu I L s + s+~---1 e L L L L ·· 1 le 1 1 e-· 
With the poles of A<s> real and spaced widely apart 
L 
1 
A ( S ) ="-·--- n n a a n a n a n a H n n 11 a n a n a a a a a a a a • a a a a n a a u c a u ( 3 u 2b) 
mid .L +L 
1 le 
Where A<smid) is the transfer function of the equivalent 
circuit in the frequency range between the two poles of 
A<s>. The frequency response of A<s> is determined 
experimentally by placing a search coil in the gap between 
the rotor and stator just large enough to couple with all 
the flux that crosses the gap from one pole. The voltage 
induced in this search coil 
e s=e/N" a a a u a • a " • a a A a a a a a " a n II • a a If n u n u a • I: n a a • a a a a :t n a u a a ( 3 n 2c) 
where N is the turns ratio between the driving coil and the 
search coil. The input voltage is obviously measured 
directly across the driving coil terminals. 
Such a frequency response was measured for bearing no.1 and 
is presented in a Bode plot in fig. 3.la. It can be seen 
here that ACjromid>=-6dB thus L1=Lle" The total inductance 
L1+L1e was measured in the same frequency range and found 
to be 8,84 mH, thus L 1=4,42 mH which is surprisingly close 
to the theoretical value of 4.3 mH calculated with eq. 
(3.8). By using the same Bode plot and this value of L1 , r 1 
is determined from the high frequency cutoff fh=5 kHz where 













The parameters for this driving coil are the following: 
Effective pole are~a A==2,28;-:H!--4 m2 
Number of turns n=245 
Gap length --~ d=Hl ·-· rn 
Number of turns on search coil: 10 
DC driving coil resistance rcu=1,85 r~. 
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Conclusion: From the above results and 
fig. 3.la it may be concluded that, 
developed here for the driving coils 
the Bode plot of 
although the model 
appears to be rather 
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3.3 Magnetic Forces on the Rotor 
Referring to fig. 3.2 it can b~ seen that, due to the 
shunting effect of r 1 , the total coil current i 2 <t> does 
not flow through the magnetising inductance. The true 
magnetising current is thus 
and similarly for coil 2: 
The following relations are thus valid for coil 1: 
n (I +i ) 
CJ 3 
The magnetic field strength H =------
1 2 (d+:·:) 
<Alm> ..••••• <3.4) 
where n=number of turns on coil 1. 
I-' n < 1 +i ) 
0 0 3 
The magnetic flw: density B =------- <Tesla) ••••••• (3.5) 
1 2 (d+>:) 
-7 
where I-' =permeability of the gap=4nx10 <Him> 
0 
I-' An<I +i ) 
0 0 3 
The magnetic flux ·+· <Weber) •••..•. <3.6) 
1 2 (d+:·:) 
where A=effective pole area 
2 
<m ) 
The induced coil voltage e ==n~·~.!,=dL ~-1·3 +i 3 ··1 (V) •••• (3. 7) 
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FIG.3.3 MAGNETIC FORCE vs. DISPLACEMENT for EQUAL and 












The stored energy in the gap W ==<B H /2)xgap volume 
1 1 1 
~~ 2 
I-' n (I +i ) A L d (I +i 
0 0 3 0 0 3 
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4 (d+:·() 2 (d+:·:) 
(J) a an n DD a a• a an an A a au :1 a a a a a (3 0 Cf) =------··---.. --= .. -·-·-·------
The magnetic force between the poles 
.. ...,2 2 
6W -L d I +i -~ 
f ==--~== - o._ ._:!. ___ ~ I == -~-
1 6x 2 d+x I-' A 
.. -· 0 
(l\J)-= an an u ca a 11 c: u u ct: an nu u a a:: (3:i 1!2}) 
Similarly the at~raction force between pole pair 2 
2 
L d I +i •+•,.., 
0 0 5 ..::. f = .. ___ _ .. _____ _ 
d -v " 
= .. __ _ 
I-' A 
0 
(f\I) a au a a a A a e: nan n a a a A a au a a: c (3:i 11) 
The resultant magnetic force on the rotor 
[ 
.. ··2. -.2] L d I +i I +i 
0 0 5 0 3 
f :=-2- -ci=~;-- - -d +>: -
' ~ • J 
(N) u n n a a a a a a a a a au r: a r: a au n a a (3a 12) 
From equation (3.12) it can be seen that for i~==ie the sign 
·-' ""I 
of f is such that it would tend to increase any 
displacement x#0 irrespective of the sign of x, which 
provides some insight into the inherent instability of the 
system when no feedback is applied. With x=0, i 3=i 5 and no 
gravitational or other load, the rotor will be in a state 
of unstable equilibrium. In fig. 3.3 the force f is shown 
graphically as a function of x, for i 3 =i 5 =I 0 , normalised 
with respect to L0 , d and I 0 • Here it can also be seen that 
a new equilibrium state may be obtained for various 
external forces fe whilst maintaining i 3=i 5=I 0 and merely 
selecting a new displacement x where f=fe. 
3.4 Linear Model from the Nonlinear Equations 
From the previous section it is clear that we are dealing 
with an open-loop unstable nonlinear system (see for 
instance, eq (3.12)). When confronted with the problem of 
designing a feedback loop the most straightforward approach 
seems to be that of deriving a linear model for very small 
displacements from the neutral position whereupon standard 
linear control techniques may be employed in the design of 












and dynamic behaviour at 
pcli nt. After having gone 
measures can then be taken 
page 5!!! 
least in the vicinity of this 
through this procedure further 
to compensate for the system 
nonlinearities should it prove to be necessary. At this 
stage it is thus essential to obtain such a linear model. 
Firstly a set of state variables have to be selected for 
describing the dynamic behaviour of system in a set of 
nonlinear state equations. An obvious choice for these 
variables would be all the variables representing stored 
energy in the system such as: 
1. displacement x - for potential energy in a gravitational 
field, 
2. velocity v=dx/dt •..•••.••••••••••.•.•••..••.••••. (3.13) 
for kinetic energy of the rotor due to linear motion, 
3. flux • 1 for stored magnetic energy, mainly in the gap of 
pole pair 1, and 
4. flux ,,..., for stored energy, mainly in the gap of pole ..::. . ..., 
pa1 r .::. • 
Alternately i 3 and i 5 may be chosen in the place of • 1 and 
, 2 , also representing stored magnetic energy (expressed as ,..., 
Li..::./2). Irrespective of the choice of variables, the stored 
magnetic energy will also be a function of the state 
variable x as seen in eq. (3.6). Since fluxes •1&2 are 
relatively complex functions of current i and displacement 
x, i 3 and i 5 will be preferred. Most important, however, is 
that the selected state vector 
]. ":!" 
·-' 
. ]t 15 n nu u a a an nu 11 u n #an u 11 n n n a a a au n n n a a an au nan c~. 14> 
<where •t• denotes the transpose of the given row vector) 
is a minimal set totally describing the state of the 
system. 
From eqLtations (3 .. 2), (3.3), <3.7), <3. 12), CJ. 1:3) .:md Newton,s 
second law of motion, the following set of nonlinear state 













v :::::~ o d [ 1·~~= i ~ -. 2 - ··~ o + ~~-· 2]-a 






.I +i -. r (d+N) r· (d+:-:) an .a a au nu Patt \3n 15) 
• 0 3 1 1 
i...,. = ----- v- -------i +-------i 
~ d+x dL 3 dL 1 
<Als) 
.. -· 0 0 
[ 
.. I +i -. r <d--:-:) 1·- <d-~-:) 
i =- -~- 5 v- -~----i - --1 ---~-i 
5 d-N dL 5 dL 1 
-· 0 0 
(A/s) 
Where the eNternal acceleration a and the control current 
i 1 are taken as independent inputs to the system. 
From eq. (3.15) the Jacobian matrices E38JE~59J 
l!l 1 (!j l2l i?.l i!! 
2 
2L I -L I L I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
----- i!! .. -.-...... _ -1 l!! 
2 
Md Md Md 
A= and ]El:::::: 
I --r r 
0 1 1 
(!! (~! I!! 
d L L 
0 0 
-·I -r --r • • n n a a a (3. 16) 
0 1 1 
121 i2! 121 --
d L L 
0 0 
ar·e found <see Appendi:·: 3B>. 
The corresponding 1 i nea1r state equations for small 
displacements of x about the nominal point ar·e 
X =A X + E-i: f:;;: a • • • • n n a • w a a • n n a • A • Ii n a a a a • a • a n a ct • a u n ct • a ai a ( 3 a 1 7 ) 
where the input vector R=Ea i 1 Jt •••••••••••••••••••• (3. 18) 
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"a a a a a a a a • Ill a a ct a a a ( 3 u 1 9) 
In correspondence with standard practice, all upper case 
variables denote the Laplace transform of the corresponding 
lower case time dependant variable. 
It is evident from equations 
I 5 are identical except for 
setting 
(3.19) that variables I~ and ·-· 
a difference in sign. By 
I= I ~=-I r::; n a u: n a a • n a a st n ts a a n a a a A a a n u u a u a a a a n a a n a a a a a a ;r a a a ( 3 a 2~2j) ·-· ,..,. 

















or in vector-matrix notation 
x 
A 







S X 1 =~ 1 X 1 + B 1 R 1 a a a a a a is a a a a a a a n a a a a a a • a n a a a • a a a a u a a ( 3 11 22) 
where all the terms above are defined by eq. (3.21>. 
The characteristic equation of the system without feedback 
which is obtained by setting 
IS J[ - t¢:1'ooft 1 I =~!J a a a n " a n a a a n a a n a a a a a a a u a a a a a a a a n a a u u u n a a a a ( 3 a 2~J) 












7 '"' .., ~ 
s~+<r 1 /L0 >s~-2r 1 I 0k/(Mdk)=0 •••..•.•••••..•••••.•••.•• (3.24) 
The root locus of eq. <3.24) for variation in the term 
'"' ,..., 
K~2r1I 0'::./(Md~) is constructed by rew1riting eq. (3.24) as 
.., 
1-K/CsL(s+r 1/L 0 >J=0 ..•••••••.•••••••.•.•.•••••...•.•. (3.25> 
The 1root J.ocLts of eq. (3.25) is 
it can be seen that the roots 
ranging from 0 to 4r 13/(27L0 3> 
half plane roots break away 
s==-·21r 11 < 3L 0 > • 
plotted in fig. 3.4 where 
are real fer valLtes of K 
at which point the two left 
from the real axis at 
At the above breakaway point the relationship 
2 2 _..., 2 ,., 3 -:!" ,., I 0 /(Md )-Lr 1 /(L7L 0 > ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• <~-~6> 
is valid. 
The inherent instability of the system is demonstrated here 
once more by the 3rd root locus which starts at the origin 
and moves along the positive real axis for K>0. 
A signal flow graph may be constructed directly from 
equations C3.21). A simpler and more useful one for 
obtaining a suitable feedback compensator is obtained, 
ho\l\•ever, by tr-ansforming eq. (3.21) a.s follows: 
Combine the 1st and 3rd eqLtation of equations (3.21) to 
yield 
From equations C3.2) and (3n3) it can be shown that 
I= I 1 -E / r 1 a a a n n r; n a a a a a a n a " n a c c # n u n n n n a a a n n a n u n u n a u a n u n ( 3 a 28) 
where E is the Laplace transform of the induced coil 
voltage e 1 • 
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eq. (3.28) becomes 
I:::: I 1 -SF'/ F" 1 n u a it a a n a a a a 1l a ts a n n u a u a a n a n = • a a n R a n a n a a a u n a a a ( 3 n 3~2j) 
Replacing this value for I into eq. 
provides a new set of state equations: 
(3.27) and (3.21) 
S X =Va a a a a n n n a a a .n n n n a a a a a rt n tt n 1t n a n a n n .a& a a a i:r c n a n a a n n 11 a n c: ( 3 a 31.a.) 
sV=-(21 0 /CMd)JP+A •••..••••••..•.••.•.••••..••••..••• (3.31b) 
The new state variable p defined above is the time integral 
of e 1 and thus linearly related to the incremental flux 
change 6•+~. This can be seen from eq. (3. 7) . 
Equations (3.31> provide a more compact signal flow graph 
than eq. (3.21) with the output variable E forming an 
integral part thereof as shown in fig. 3.5. 
This signal flow graph may now be used to determine the 
incremental stability of the system for various feedback 














MODEL OF THE VOLTAGE DRIVEN MAGNETIC BEARING 
Practical experience with two different current driven 
magnetic bearings, designed around the model derived in 
chapter 3, has proven them to be difficult to stabilise. A 
feedback loop was designed analytically, whereafter 
considerable trial and error adjustment of the feedback 
parameters was required before asymptotic stability could 
be obtained. After this the stability margins still left a 
lot to be desired. Usually the amount of damping was too 
low, or the settling times too long and the amount of 
loading the bearing could tolerate before breaking into 
oscillation far below the design value. One of the main 
contributing factors to the above problem is possibly the 
inverse square relationship between the magnetic force and 
the gap length as e>:pressed by eq. (3. 12). Detai 1 s of the 
above investigation were reported by a co-worker [40J and 
thus will not be repeated here. 
By .driving the coil with a voltage source instead of a 
current source satisfactory results were obtained. The 
compensation network in this case had been designed from a 
Bode displacement vs. input voltage plot of the bearing. 
The procedure for this design will be described below. 
Controlling the coil voltage amounts to controlling the 
time derivative of the magnetic flux. This, in effect, 
amounts to controlling the flu>: and consequently also the 
magnetic force between rotor and stator. The inverse square 
law mentioned above is thus eliminated because the magnetic 
force is no longer a function of gap length. Referring to 
the linear model in fig. 3.5 this technique amounts to 
removing the positive feedback loop which is formed 
partially by the branch -1
0
/d which couples the output back 
into the system. The gap length (ie x> still has an 
influence on the magnetising current. The only remaining 
nonlinearity which has to be contended with is the square 
law relationship between magnetic force and magnetic flux 













practical experience gained with this technique it is just 
as effective as the technique used by Jayawant [24J for 
overcoming the same problem, but with the added advantage 
that no additional sensor <Hall element> has to be built 
into the gap for providing a flux control loop as was done 
by Jayawant. 
This nonlinearity is handled analytically by means of 
describing function techniques which enable the designer to 
predict the performance of the the system for all signal 
levels. The limitation of the linear incremental model of 
the previous chapter which is only applicable to small 
signals is thus removed. 
These arguments indicate that the above approach is much 
more powerful than that of the previous chapter. 
This chapter will thus mainly be devoted to deriving the 
describing functions for the transfer of input voltage to 
magnetic force. Firstly, the case of the non-saturating 
core is considered, to be followed by the case where the 
core is being driven into saturation by the sinusoidal 
control voltage. Hereafter the simplifying assumption of an 
infinite mass stator is removed in order to obtain a model 
of the mechanical system which is closer to reality. An 
attempt will also be made to describe mathematically a 
severe mechanical resonance which was encountered in the 
rotor. Finally the theoretical Bode plot of position vs 
input voltage obtained from the models of this chapter are 
compared with experimentally measured results. 
4.1 Describing Functions 
4.1.1 Introduction: 
From equation (3.7) the magnetic flux for any one of the 
two pole pairs may be written as 
~(t)=(1/n) 0 fte(~)d~+t0 <W> ••..•••••••.•••••.•....•.... <4.1) 
where t
0 












According to equations <3.10> and (3.11) the force between 
any two bearing elements 
,.., 
f =·+··,..::. ; < l-1 A) < "!) < 4 ,.., ) 0 I'\ • tt tt n u u a • a u • n u u a • a a u a n n a A • a a n u a a a a u u a u 11 n a • n .C::. 
can only be an attraction force. The coil currents thus 
have to be controlled in such a way that an increase of the 
current in one coil will coincide with an equal decrease in 
the current of the opposite coil. A further constraint is 
that neither of these currents will be allowed to change 
sign, as stated by eq. (3.2). 
Referring to eq. (4.1) the above may be rephrased as 
follows: 
Although the induced voltage e is allowed to make negative 
excursions, its time integral and thus 9<t> will never be 
negative. In practice this is achieved by not actively 
driving e below zero, but only allowing it to go below zero 
in a freewheeling mode. This means that energy cannot be 
stored into but only extracted from the coil when e<0 and 
thus • will never change sign. Circuitry for achieving this 
function is shown in fig. 4.1. The average (short term> 
coil voltage is determined by the mark-space ratio of the 
high frequency (20 kHz) chopper. This mark-space ratio is 
varied sinusoidally for alternate half cycles on alternate 
coi 1 s. Dud. ng the "off" period of the c::hoppt:~r the c:oi 1 
voltage drops to -V <nominally) and will remain there until 
all the energy in the coil has been returned to the supply 
-V whereupon it will drop back to zero or until the chopper 
changes back to the "on" st.::i.te which would cause e=+V. 
After the initial turn-on transient the quiescent current 
I 0 has no influence on e. 
4.1.2 Describing Function Nith Non-saturating Core: 
When a sinusoidal signal 
e c=t::si n-:1:.t U ti ti :S a a U st h U U U U s:I U a h If U S • A If D n U Q U G U r:z n n P n G a SS ti: A U U I: A • ( 4 U 3) 















freewheel diode~ con trot coil 
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the coi 1 :;, alternate half cycles of this waveform are 
applied to coils no. 1 and 2 in turn • 
.:i.mp 1 i f i e1~ 
frequency 
l'\lhi ch ar·e 
relative 
to have a voltage g•in 
far greater than any of the 
of any importance, the 
to the chopper frequency, 





and a r-ol l off 
f r-equenc: i. €,?S 
< i e aver· age 
instantaneous 
relative to control loop frequencies) coil voltages are 
e 1=Esinoot for 2kn<oot<<2k+1)n 
e~=Esin(oot-n> for C2k+l>n<oot<2<k+1)n 
..:.. 
where k=0,1,2 •• etc:. 
•aununnauuuat:na (4u4) 
Radial frequency oo is assumed to be well below the chopper 
frequency and the inductance of the coils large enough so 
that we only need to consider the average coil voltage as 
shown in fig. 4.2. 
For steady state operation there is no buildup of en•rgy in 
the coils, thus after the freewheeling phase, which follows 
each half sinusoid, the magnetic: flux must return to its 
quiescent value 10 which is set up by the quiescent current 
10 • From equations (4.1> and <4.2> we may w~ite (see also 
fig. 4.2): 
J.n ..... · 0 dA+ fn+ ... -'c V)dA .-i (4 c::-) 0 •t:..sl. n._1 - 11: . . -· - =.>! n a a u a n Cl a " a n a a a a n a a n a u a n a n a u h u n " \J 
and from this 
V=2t::./V (rad) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• (4 • .!J) 
where V is the freewheeling angle. 
The waveform of the flux ~ 1 <t> is shown in fig. 4.3. 
DL1ring the "half sinusoid" phase, with no core saturation 













for nloo<t<<n+y)/oo•·····················~··· (4. 8) 
and during the "off 11 pha.se 
T1<t>=io for (n+Y)l@<t<2n····························· <4.9) 
For coil no. 2 the waveform of • 2 <t> is identical except 
for a time delay of n/oo seconds. 
The total force on the rotor in the negative x-direction 
(from eq. (4. 2)) 
thus 
f (t) = 
T 
1 ~ 2 2~ v 
--[ {-(1-cOS(•:tt) +f } -{---+·;!;• -
µ A @n o oon o n 
0 
1 ~ 2 
---[ {-( 1-cosi:·:•t) +•if' } -··lo 
µ A oon o 
0 
2}] I 
o \' n 
-<·· t·=-- --•. .. 
••• <4.11) 
The describing function is found from the fundamental 
component of this periodic force acting on the rotor. 
Due to the symmetry of the system under consideration, the 
forces f 1 and f 2 are equal. The signals e 1 and e 2 
generating f 1 and f 2 are shifted in phase by n radians 
relative to each other but f 1 and f 2 act upon the rotor in 
opposite directions. The two fundamental components will 
thus be in phase with each other. It is thus only necessary 
to determine one of these components, say c 1 of f 1• The 













If the fundamental component of f 1 is expressed as 
c 1 <t>=A 1cosoot+B 1sinoot ••••••••.••••••..••••••••••••.•. (4.i2> 

























••• (4. 13) 
These expressions for Ai and B1 are derived in appendix 4A. 
The amplitude of one half of the fundamental component of 
fT is 
The phase shift of this fundamental component relative to 
the input sinal ec (eq. (4.3)) is 
1i1=t an - l <A 1IB 1 > • .a a • a •• a • a • " • a ••• a a a ...... n Ill • a •• a ti • a • n n *' • < 4 n 15) 
The describing function is thus 
N CC:, •:0:i) = I 2C 1 /E: I Arg < 1~1 > ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 4. 16 > 
4.1.3 Describing Function Nith Saturating Core 
Since the coils are voltage driven, conditions where the 
magnetic flux ~Ct> will tend to exceed the saturation value 
of Im <Weber) for the core material could easily aris~, 
particularly at low frequencies. In the idealised case, ie 
with a true voltage source and zero coil resistance, the 
magnetic flux will simply be forced to any required value 
to satisfy eq. (4.1>, and when •:i:r<t> e>:ceeds ·I'm the 













In any practical system current limiting will be 
incorporated to protect the output stage of the power 
amplifier and the driving coils from overheating, thus 
essentially limiting •<t> to Im· 
In order to simplify the analysis it is assumed that, with 
the half sinusoidal voltage of the previous section being 
applied to the driving coil, •<t> will initially rise 
smoothly according to eq. <4.1) and then stop rising 
abruptly the moment Im is reached. This progress of fm is 
shown in fig. 4.4. 
The Fourier coefficients for the fundamental frequency of 
the force wave arising from this flux waveform are the 
following (for their derivation see appendix 4C>: 
e+ef 
1 7 2 2 2 0 
A '=-----C-e <e+t > F;+ <--e +2et +·f· --·I· ) si ni::;- ----si n2F=;+ J 




--sin3~+2v sinV'+2f vcosv'-21 vJ 
12 o m 
and <4.17) 
2 
1 e 2 
B '=----c--+e·I- +H· - <e+·f· 
1 nµ A 3 o m o 
0 
2 2 e 3 
}cosi=;+e (e+·f· >cos ~- --cos F=;+ 
0 2 
2 
2v <1-cosv'>+2t vsinV,J 
0 
where ~=cos- 1 c1-<n0/E) <tm-1
0
>} for 2E/(noo>~i0 >tm 
and V'=<tm-t 0 >1v 
I 
The describing function for the saturating core Ns<E,0> is 
found by using the above coefficients A1 ' and e1 • in 
equa.tions (4. 14) and <4.16). 
At the transition from the non-saturating to the saturating 
case, the angle ~=n and tm=2e+f0 • Replacing these values 
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4.2 The Mechanical System with Finite Mass Stator 
In all but those systems with very small rotors it is an 
oversimplification to assume the mass of the stator to be 
infinite. In a flywheel system, which is intended for 
mobile applications, the stator mass will usually only be a 
small fraction of the rotor mass and the stator will 
usually also be suspended on flexible mountings. The 
dynamics of the stator will thus have a marked influence on 
the system performance. 
In its simplest form the rotor-stator system is as 
presented in fig. 4.5. The following dynamical equations 
apply to this system: 
,.., 
M s~x +DsX +KX =F s s s s .., 
Mrs..:.. x r =-·F I ••••••..•.•• a ••••••• a • • • • • • • • • • • ( 4. 18) 
where the subscripts r and s refer to the rotor and stator 
respectively. 
X is the transform of the displacement x from the neutral 
position, 
F is the transform of the attraction force f, 
M is the mass, 
D is the damping constant of the suspension and 
K is the stiffness of the suspension. 
In practice the relative displacement between rotor and 
stator is usually measured as 
X=Xr-XSa an n "a a an a 11 a a a a a;; nu a a• a an u rs a a an an au a a: a• a au n = n a (4•u 19) 
From the above equations we obtain the transfer function 
for the mechanical system, relating position to force 
x 
G Cs>=- = 
m F 
.. 2 Ds l<-.
1 -Is+--+-.. M M-· 
, ___ a a a a a a a a a a a a a • = a u a a 111 a a :a a u a n a n c ( 4 n 2~2j) 
2
1
.. 2 Ds I< -., 
M s s +--+--
e M 11 
.. s s-· 












-<s-z ) <s-z 
ml m2 
G ( S ) =·----.. ------------a u a n a a c a a h u n a a a n n n u a ·n n n u a n a n a 
m ·~ (4.2:l) 
M s~(s-p > <s-p > 
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a n a a u # t.: a a c a a a a " a a a ( 4 n 22) 
The locii for the above poles and zeros for f?l<D< O<M
5
>12 and 
0<D><KM>12 are concentric circles of radius (K/Mr>~ and 
.::> 
CK/M)t.=: respectively, with centres at the origin of the 
complex s-plane. Such a locus is obtained in the case of 
the zeroes zml and zm2 by setting 
2 D K 
S -~ -5 +-= fO n a a a a a a u u a a a a a n a u a a • a a a a a a a a • tr a n # n a a ti a 11: a a n a a ( 4 a 2 ~.) ) 
M M 
and rewriting it as 
D s 
1 +-a ---=~Zj a a a ia a r. a a a a: a is a a a u a a a a a 11 a a a a a a i:r d a a a a a a a a n n R a a ( 4 a :~ 4 ) 
M 2 K 
s +-
M 
Standard root locus construction techniques provide the 
abovementioned circles (see fig. 4.6). 
By rewriting eq. <4.23) as 
K 
c:;+-
D - D 
1 +-a --=~!j n a a a a a a a a a a a a • a u u c a a a u a u a a a • a a a a a a u a a a a a a a a a ( 4 n 25) 
M 2 
s 
a different circular locus is found with radius K/D centred 
at s=-K/D for variable M with K and D constant. 
The intersections of the latter circle with the former two 












depicted in fig. 4.6. It can be seen here that for all 
complex zm and Pm' Pm will be further removed from the 
origin and thus at a higher 0 but also with a higher 
"clamping ratio" than ""' ~m· 
For very large Ms, Me~Mr, the poles and zeros wove very 
close together and their effects tenci to cancel each other, 
reducing the transfer function to that of the infinite mass 
stator case: 
4.3 Total Transfer Function of a Voltage Driven System 
Combining the results of the previous two sections provides 
the sytem transfer function which, for s=joo, is 
< j i:.:i--·z > < j .;.;i-z ) 
ml m2 
G ·(jr:s:r)=N (t:'.:,(1)) a _________ .. ______ .. _n a a an a a an ii a a a t.t 11 u a (·4u27) 
s s 2 
M i;.;1 < j .;.;1-·p ) < j i;.:.-p > 
e ml m2 
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The describing function now becomes 
N L8 2·} 
o o 4 2 ·12 ~ -1 1T. 
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It can be seen from eq. (4.29 that N<i=::,i:.:i) will contribute 
a -20dB/decade slope to the Bode amplitude plot of the 
system transfer- function. This slope is not coupled to a 












linear system. Instead, the phase shift is -38,146° (0,6658 
rad.>, which leads to a greater phase margin when designing 
a compensato1~ along convention al (J. i nea1~) 1 i nes. 
4.4 Transfer Function of a Practical System 
Only after stabilising a magnetic bearing by means of the 
correct feedback compensation network, as will be described 
fully in the next chapter, can the transfer function be 
measured. This is done by injecting an external sinewave 
signal into the feedback loop and then comparing the output 
voltage from the position transducers Vx to the input 
voltage to the power amplifier Vin at various frequencies. 
A Bode amplitude plot of one of the experimental bearings 
developed for this investigation is presented in fig. 4.7. 
The effects of the mechanical poles and zeros are very 
pronounced as can be seen by the 
-60dB/decade trend cf this curve. 
"kink" in the general 
This curve displays a 
very good correspondence 
Gm<J0>, obtained from eq. 
to the 
(4. 2!21) or 
theoretical curve of 
(4.21), particularly 
for frequencies above 200 r/s. The relevant parameters for 
this bearing were the following: 
Table 4.1 EXPERIMENTAL BEARING PARAMETERS 
Rotor mass 
Stator mass 
Stator damping constant 
M =121. 7 r . 
M =3.147 s . 
D=50 
5 





Mechanical zeros: z =6.51+/-j249.9 rad/s 
ml, 2 · · ,...._ __ . _________ _ 
Mechanical poles: p . ~=7,96+/-j276 
ml,..::. ---------------------------· -------·---
MAXIMUM BEARING LOAD: 3~_N___LlaQ.Q,rm:. > C3_l,g)_ 
rad/s 
The deviation at low frequencies is most likely due to the 
copper resistance of the coils which was not taken into 
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A smaller resonance "kink" was observed at approldmateJ.y 
690 rad/s which was due to a different resonance mode of 
the stator assembly. A very sharp resonance peak was also 
observed at 0
0
=5812 rad/s which was clearly due to 
mechanical resonance of the rotor since it could be felt 
distinctly by touching the rotor, whereas it was barely 
noticeable when touching any other part of the bearing. 
Furthermore it could be dampened out either by gripping the 
stationary rotor or by wrapping a short length of solder 
wire around the drive quill at the base of the rotor. This 
rotor resonance requires special attention since both of 
the above damping procedures are impractical for high speed 
operation. 
4.4.1 Rotor Resonance 
The stator resonance "kink" in the transfer function of the 
mechanical system described above was characterised by a 
complex pole pair in close proximity to a complex zero 
pair. An attempt will now be made to characterise the 
observed rotor resonance peak at 5812 rad/s. 
It must be appreciated that this resonance was peculiar to 
the specific rotor used in the experimental bearing and in 
a practical flywheel system it may not exist at all. In 
this case the rotor comprised a solid aluminium shaft with 
a steel ring shrunk over one end to form the magnetic 
bearing rotor pole. This rotor thus formed a very lightly 
damped resonator which was manifested by the abovementioned 
peak in the transfer function and by the deafening but 
pure, high pitched tone which emanated from the rotor 
before countermeasures could be taken! 
In the above case the position transducer was an optical 
source and sensor assembly. The light beam incident upon 
the sensor was partially interrupted by a thin disc mounted 
on the rotor (see chapter 1~ section 1.6). The output 
signal obtained was so low in the vicinity of the rotor 
resonance that the curve shape could not be reliably 












fall off steadily, with increasing frequency, at 60 
dB/decade on either side of 00 0 and the resonance itself 
could probably be represented by a single sharp peak. The 
top of this peak could be measured accurately because of 
its height, rising 53,5 dB above the general trend. This 
corresponds to an amplification of 473,15. 
The curve shape described here may be represented by the 
transfer function 
* <s-z ) <s-z ) 
r r 
G <s)-
r * (s-p ) <s-p ) 
F' r 
n • • a a u n a a a a a a a a a • a a a a a a n n a a a a a a a a • (4. 3i2l) 
which has to be "cascaded into" the "system" of eq. <4. 27). 
zr* And Pr* above are the complex conjugates of zr and Pr 
respectively which both lie on a circle, centred at the 
origin of the complex s-plane, with radius 00
0
• Writing 
zr=m6 +Jm7 and pr=m8 +jm9 ••••.••••••••••••••••••••...•• <4.31) 
the above circular location condition is expressed as 
2 2_ 2 2-·· 2 m6 +m7 -ma +m9 -•.•.lo a n a A a h H a a a a U U a A a a a a a a a a a a a a a A a a a a a 
Equations C4.30) through (4.32> produce: 
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The -3dB point of Gr(j0) is where 
( ... +; m .1:1:;:(1.t 0 _ 8" a a a a a a an a• n a a an a a a a a a a an a a a a a a a n a a a a a a a n n a a (4.36) 
Thus the bandwidth of this resonance peak Ber=-2m8 <m 8 is 
negative> is easily determined experimentally and was found 
to be 12,5 rad/s. The parameters for the rotor resonance 
are thus: 
Table 4.2 ROTOR RESONANCE PARAMETERS 
·~~;tfi:eq~;~;-------- .;.;1
0 
=5B~~==~I _rad Is. 
amplitude of resonance peak IG(j0 > 1=473,15 
0 
bandwidth of resonance peak B =12.5 Gr . 




imaginary part of zeros m =+5!!S~l3 • 4 7 - . 
1--------------------·--------·--.. -----




imaginary part of poles m =+5811.99 rad/s 
9 -· . 
The total system transfer function now becomes 
G ( s ) =Gs ( s ) Gr ( s ) = a n a II a a n a n a a u a a a n n a n a a a a a a n a a r: a a n a a a " a ( 4 n 3 7 ) 
where Gs and Gr are obtained from equations 
<4.33) respectively. 
(4.27) and 
Bode amplitude plots of GCs) are presented in fig. 4.8 for 
various flux densities B0 and input voltage amplitudes E. 
~n order to compare these curves with experimental data 
G(joo) was multiplied by an additional factor of 10 4 ~ which 
represents the amplification of the position transducer in 













those sections of the transfer function where core 
saturation occurs. No saturation is experienced along the 
solid portions of these curves. 
Comparing figures 4.8(a) through (c) indicates that the 
greatest variation in gain, due to variation in 
with' B0 =i!l, whereas this variation is very 
8
0
=0,55 Tesla. Due to magnetic remanence in 
E:::, occurs 
small t.AJi th 
the core 
material the situation of fig. 4.8Ca) may never be 
encountered in practice. The curve of fig. 4.8(b), where 
B0 =0,055 Tesla shows a close correspondence to the 
experimentally measured data. 
Core saturation on the low frequency side causes a smaller 
roll-off than the 60 dB/decade which is expected for the 
linear case. This may partially explain the deviation from 
the -60dB/decade trend for frequencies below 200 rad/s. As 
stated previously the copper resistance of the coil rcu 
probably accounts for the rest of the deviation. 
4.5 Conclusion 
Comparing the theoretical and experimental results it 
appears that the majority of the physical effects present 
in the experimental system are taken into account in the 
transfer function of the voltage driven magnetic bearing 
which was derived in this chapter. This is confirmed by the 
general correspondence that exists between the theoretical 
and experimental Bode plots of figs 4.7 and 4.8. In 
practice the total amount by which the curves shift with 
amplitude variation is restricted by the magnetic remanence 
of the core material. Even where the latter two curves do 
not agree quantitatively, they provide sufficient insight 
into the behavior of the nonlinear system to enable the 
designer to go about correcting any malfunction of a 
magnetic bearing in an intelligent and systematic manner. 
This model of the bearing, represented by GCs) (eq. 
<4.37>>, will be used in the next chapter to investigate 
various approaches in the design of a suitable feedback 
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FEEDBACK CONTROL AND COMPENSATION OF SINGLE MAGNETIC 
BEARINGS 
page 
Armed with the system models that were developed in 
chapters 3 and 4, it is now possible to develop a feedback 
system that will ensure asymptotic stability of the rotor 
about a neutral point. This neutral point, measured 
relative to the stator, is chosen so that there exists no 
mechanical contact between rotor and stator. The feedback 
system should ensure a suitable dynamic response to meet 
the performance specifications dictated by the bearing 
application. Ideally such a magnetically suspended system 
should be critically damped and be capable of responding 
fast enough to any disturbance which may be expected during 
normal operation to prevent rotor stator contact. In mobile 
applications, the most commonly encountered disturbance 
would be an acceleration with an expected maximum value of 
.-, 
approximately 20 m/sk • 
For stationary systems, with rigidly mounted stators, the 
most severe mechanical disturbances will be of seismic 
origin such as earth tremors and quakes .. Thus, the "wor-st 
case" condition, for which the bec:tring has to be designed, 
will be dictated by the seismic data for the envisaged site 
and by economic considerations. 
Keeping the above in mind it will be appreciated from the 
above th.-:i.t "normal e:·(pec:ted disturbances" l/oJi 11 be a m;:i.t ter .. 
of definition. It may be assumed that so-called mechanical 
"touch down" bearings will be built into the system to 
ac:c:c::immodate any "abnormal 11 e:-:cur:;ion of the rotor fr-om the 
neutral position, arising from "abnormal" d:isturbanc:es. 
Various control strategies will now be investigated. As 
stated in chapter 4 significantly better results were 
obtained with voltage control than with current control and 
consequently only voltage control will be considered. 













be applied to the small signal model of the bearing which 
was derived in secticin After this has been 
successfully done the feedback compensation thus obtained 
will be applied to the large signal (describing function> 
model and tested for stability. 
Hereafter state variable feedback, by means of a state 
obse1~ver, will be investigated. It will be shown that for· 
this application the state observer concept may be reduced 
to a simpler feedback compensator equivalent to that 
obtained by means of the Bode-diagrams. 
Lastly the possibility of achieving stability without 
feedback from sensors will be considered for bearings with 
nonzero quiescent current, where it will be shown that the 
system is completely observable from the coil 
voltage-current relationship and that the feedback 
compensator problem may be reduced to a type of impedance 
matching problem. 
5.1 Bode-Diagram Compensator Design 
The compensator transfer function H<s> has to be chosen so 
that when the loop gain G<s>H<s> has dropped to 1, the 
phase shift should be below 180°, but preferably below 
135°, to ensure a good phase margin. Where 
2!!1J.og IGCj<:·:dH<ji:·:i> 1==!2> the ~;lope of 20log IG(j1;:i)H(ji:0:i) should 
be in the vicinity of -20 dB/decade, or stated differently 
once more, where 21!llog IG<ji:·:•> 1=21!llog 11/H(ji:.:•> I the difference 
in slope between 2!!llog IG<j•:·:t) I and 2!21log 11/H(j•:,,) I should be 
approximately 20dB/decade. 
Thus, if the Bode-amplitude plot of 20log 11/H(joo) l should 
cross that of 20log!GCjro) I where the latter has a slope of 
-60 dB/decade, the slope of 20logl1/H(joo) should 
preferable be -40 dB/decade, as shown in fig. 5.1. 
HCjoo) is chosen so that this crossing will occur along a 
section of the G<ji:.:i) curve which is "well behaved" such as 
beyond the mechanical re!:;onancf..~ "kink" shown in fig. ~5. L 
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gain in both G(joo) and H(joo). 
In the practical system investigated it was necessary to 
cause the H(joo) curve to flatten out on the low frequency 
side to c:i.void the suspension resonance "kink". It was 
found, furthermore, in an effort to improve the settling 
time of the system, that the crossing point could not be 
shifted to a much higher frequency, due to the rotor 
resonance peak in G<joo) at 925 Hz (5812r/s). An additional 
notch filter was incorporated into the feedback loop to 
maintain 1/HCjoo) above this resonance peak (see appendix 
5A>. 
Ignoring the notch filter and the curve shape beyond it for 
the moment, the following elementary transfer function for 
the compensator in the vicinity of the crossover point is 
derived: 
H ( S) =~( 1_ ( S'"-Z '";\) ( S-Z "":!') q a a er ir a a a a a • n a a a a u a a a a a u n n a a u a a a a a a a ( 5 a 1 ) 
\- ..:.. ·-· 
where Kc is positive and real. 
In order to reduce noise sensitivity and make H<s> 
realisable.•, 3 polesi, p 1 , 
high frequencies giving: 
P2 and p3 , have to be added at 
where all z and p are real and negative. 
The 3 latter poles prcivi cle H<s> with a rol 1--off of 2!!1 
dB/decade at high frequencies. In order to obtain a zero 
steady state e1'"ror integral feedback may be added to H<s> 
producing a +20 dB/decade slope in 20log 11/H(joo) I at low 
frequencies. To retain the correct shape near the crossover 
frequency an additional zero at s=z 1 is added <see fig. 












The feedback compensation now becomes: 
l··h ( s) ==l<c ( s-·z 1 ) ( s-z,.,) ( s-z-::-) I [ s ( s-·p 1 ) ( s--pr,) ( s-p,) J •••••• ( 5. :;; ) L L ~ L ~ 
The circuit shown in fig. 5.2 was used to synthesise H2 <s> 
where the component values shown below render the following 




Kc= 1 , 7Z5}: 1 ~2! 
Compensator Parameters: 
::: =-·96, 3 r /s 
Component values: 
1 . 
z =-495 r/s 
2 
z =-496 r/s 
-:r ·-· 
p =-463Q! r Is 
1 




R =27Q! f.! R =2k7 
6 
R,_=12 kQ C =Q!. 68 1-'F 
L 1 . 
-------
R =15 kQ C =0.15 1-'F 3 2 . 
-------- --------
R =18 kQ C =18 nF 
4 :::;; 
----·----+·-·-----R =270 Q C =0.68 µF 
5 4 . 
In terms of component values we may write: H2 <s>= 
. 1 -.. · 1 -.. • 1 -. 
(R +R ) (C +C ) R <R +R ) fs+------11s+ I ls+----·----- I 1 3 2 3 4 5 6 <R +R )C <C +C >R <R +R >C 
.. 1 3 1-· .. 2 3 2 .. · .. 5 6 4 .... 
" 1-.. · 1-.. · 1-· 
( R R R R C C > s I s+---11 s+----11 s+-1 1 3 5 6 2 3 . R C R C R C 
.. 1 1-· .. 2 3-· .. 5 4-· ••••••• ( 5. 4) 
The above compensator, together with the notch filter of 
section 5.2, gave exellent dynamic response to a step input 












of bearing no. 1 could safely be spun at all speeds up to 
the maximum attainable of 25 000 r/min. (2618 r/s). At the 
same time a square wave perturbation signal Vin was applied 
driving the rotor from x=-0,25 mm to x=0,25mm. The measured 
settling time of the rotor was approximately 10ms (see fig. 
5.2a). 
With the rotor stationary a thin rope was looped around it 
with which it was pulled in the radial plane through a 
spring balance. As this radial load was increased the rotor 
displacement was noted by displaying the displacement 
signal. on an oscilloscope. There was no perceptible 
displacement, even at the maximum sensitivity setting, 
representing less than 10µm per division on the 
oscilloscope, which indicated the successful operation of 
the integral feedback. Only after the maximum load, which 
was found to be 3,5kg in this case, was exceeded, control 
was lost and the displacement would suddenly jump to its 
maximum value of 1mm. 
It was expected that radial loading may have some adverse 
effect on the system performance at high speeds due to the 
magnetic hysteresis and eddy current effects that would be 
present in the rotor. Due to the unsymmetry in magnetic 
fields under these conditions the resultant force set up by 
the above parasitic effects would not be in line with the 
control axis concerned and a degree of crosscoupling 
between the initially orthogonal axes is to be expected. 
These effects were not analysed theoretically but an 
attempt was made to measure them experimentally by rotating 
the whole bearing through 90 degrees so that the rotational 
axis was horisontal, thus loading the bearing in the radial 
plane by gravity. For bearing no. 1 this loading amounted 
to 0,7 kg, which was also determined by means of the spring 
balance as described above. The dynamic performance, with a 
step input as above, under these loading conditions, was 
identical to the unloaded case. It was thus concluded that 
these parasitic effects could safely be neglected when 












In conclusion it may thus be stated that this phase-gain 
method of compensator design is very successful, provided 
parasitic resonance effects are taken into account. In 
practice the latter proved to be the most difficult problem 
to overcome since these resonances, due to their parasitic 
nature, are usually not known beforehand and their presence 
makes it very difficult to ~chieve asymptotic stability. 
After overcoming this hurdle they can be measured readily 
which allows appropriate countermeasures to be taken. 
5.2 Large Signal <Describing Function> Analysis oi Magnetic 
Bearing with Compensated Feedback 
Since the describing functions NCE,0> and Ns<E,0) derived 
in the previous chapter are also frequency dependent the 
total loop gain L<s>=Gs<s>HCs) which includes either NCE,0> 
or Ns<E,0> is plotted in the gain-phase plane in order to 
test the system for stability. HCs> is the compensator 
transfer function derived in the previous section. The 
gain-phase plot of L(joo) is shown in fig. 5.3 for various 
driving voltage amplitudes E and quiescent flux densities 
B. It will be seen that for very low E and B the curve 
passes to the left of the critical point suggesting the 
existence of a stable limit cycle. Such a limit cycle was 
only observed in the practical system on very rare 
occasions and normally would disappear after practically 
any form of disturbance. This was in spite of the fact that 
the quiescent current was zero and there was no bias force 
on the bearing as it was operated in the horisontal plane. 
This phenomenon suggests that the remanent flux in the 
magnetically "soft" core material is normally suffic:ient to 
shift the gain-phase curve upwards so that it passes to the 
right of the critical point ensuring asymptotic stability. 
This effect also reduces the amount of shift caused by 
amplitude variation considerably, making the assumption of 
the system being linear, when designing the compensator, 
more valid. This progressive decrease in the gain variation 
as a function of amplitude with iricreasing flux density can 
be seen when progressing from fig. 5.3a through fig. 5.3c. 
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brought on at will by reducing the loop gain sufficiently, 
thus causing the gain-phase curve to pass to the left of 
the critical point. This leads to the buildup of 
oscillations which in turn shift the gain-phase curve 
upwards untill the curve passes exactly through the 
critical point whereupon the amplitude of oscillation 
remains stable, representing a stable limit cycle. This 
stable limit cycle is caused by the upper one of the two 
crossings of the gain-phase curve with the -180 degrees 
axi~ (ie when ignoring the resonance loop in the curve for 
the moment> as can be seen with the 0,1V and 0,01V curves 
in fig. 5.3a. On the other hand, if the gain-phase curve is 
moved up far enough, such as by a combination of high gain, 
high amplitude and high flux density the lower -180 degree 
axis crossing could be caused to move through the critical 
point causing an unstable limit cycle to develop because a 
further increase in amplitude causes the curve to move 
further to the left, away from the critical point. This 
situation is depicted in fig. 5.3c. 
This unstable limit cycle behaviour was confirmed 
experimentally by increasing the gain and loading the 
bearing considerably, thus creating a large quiescent flux, 
whereupon it would break into oscillation. Removal of the 
load would cause it to stabilize immediately, provided the 
gain was not above some critical level, beyond which the 
oscillations would persist simply because sufficient shift 
in the curve could then be maintained by E alone to sustain 
the oscillations. 
A gain setting could be 
cycle could be brought on, 
response could be maintained. 
5.3 State Variable Feedback 
found, however, where no limit 
and yet satisfactory dynamic 
When the small signal (linear) model of the voltage ~riven 
bearing in section 4.3 is simplified, as explained below, 
and represented in state variable form, the following state 
equations are obtained (double width, upper case characters 


















an an a a a a a an a" an a au au u n a an a an a an a ca a 11" an u (5u 5) 
(!l -R 
Ql E-c= !21 C= [Ql !21 
1 J' 
121 f!l 
X = v , LI is the input (seal ar) and 
':-'B ,.. 4 ?J-. t.:: 
R=::.._ 1+(-)~ 
I-' n Tl: 
0 .. 
from eq. <4 •. 29) ••••••••••••.••••••••• (5.6) 
Thus the transfer function relating magnetic force to input 
voltage obtained from eq. (5.5) is assumed to be R/s which 
provides a phase shift of -n/2 rad. for s=joo instead of 
-0,666 rad. (-38,146°) as determined in section 4.3 <see 
eq. <4.29)). Such an assumption makes the transfer function 
compatible with classic linear systems theory and leads to 
a more conservative design because the true phase shift is 
less than that assumed in the linear model. 
The negative sign of R in E..c has been i nsertecl here for 
convenience to indicate negative feedback. In practice the 
summing amplifier for branches k1 , k2 and k3 <see below> 
would provide the required sign inversion. 
If oo is assumed to be remote from the suspension resonance 
"kink" eq. (4.27) may be written as 
~ (~.·7) GS ( j 1:.;1 ) = j R / JVli:1;. ·-•a a a a a a 11 a a a a n a a a • a a n .a a a a a a a u a a u • a a n ci: a n a cs a a "'-" 
where M=Me for t:•)<<z m' Pm 
and M==Mr for t:•)>>z m' Pm 
The latter is derived from equations (4.2!?.l), <4.22), <4.29) 












Applying direct state variable feedback to the above 
simplified 
polynomial 
model gives a system with characteristic 
~ r~ 
Pc<s>=s~+CRk 1 /M)s~+CRk 2/M)s+Rk 3/M •••....•••.••.••.•••. (5.8> 
Assuming Pc<s> to have 3 arbitrary but equal roots at s=-A 
gives 
F' ( ) - 3 --:r-11 2 ":!'~11 2C' .. I 3 CS ..... 5 +._•/'1S +._,,, _,_..f .. 1111 anciunnna•ancnun.siaus:rnnaanaa11u;11tuan (5 .. 9) 
Equating corresponding coefficients in equations (5.8> and 
(5. 9) pr·oduces 
a i:; s: n nu an n a an an a a• a a an au= a a a an an a a a a r: a 11 a a a (5n l~j) 
In the absence of noise this state variable feedback is 
equivalent to feeding back from x alone via a feedback 
network with transfer function:· 
(5. 11) 
Applying such a hypothetical compensator to the full system 
model of eq. <4 .. 37) produces the gain-phase plot for the 
loop transfer function 
L ( j (\)) ::-.:GS t ( j ((! ) H ( j (•)) n t2 a 11 a n n n cs n n a n a n n n a a a n n n a a a u ;; a a a n = a a ( 5 11 12) 
It can be seen here that, with a suitable choice of 
parameters, such feedback provides a phase margin of 
approximately 110° to 142° and an infinite gain margin. 
This clearly rules out any possibility of an unstable limit 
cycle which makes it worth investigating. See fig. 5.4. 
An important observation to be made at this stage is that 
state variable feedback is equivalent to using a feedback 
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differentiates X twice, but without the disadvantage of 
being as noise sensitive as a true differentiator. 
5.3.1 State Observer 
Transducers for measuring all the states of the system are 
not readily available and are very costly. This problem 
suggests the incorporation of an observer which will 
estimate the system states. These estimated values are then 
used for feedback. In so doing an equally good dynamic 
response may be obtained after the initial transient has 
died away, since the estimated values will asymptotically 
approach the true values after the decay of the transient, 
irrespective of the type of input signal. 
The validity of the above statement, although generally 
true, will be tested for this type of application. 
The magnetic bearing represented in state variable form 
with associated state observer is represented by the block 
diagram of fig. 5.5. The well known fundamental concepts of 
this state observer will be repeated here (for a more 
detailed discussion the reader is referred to the 
l i teratL1re). 
At the onset it must be emphasised that the system 
(magnetic bearing in this case) is assumed to be linear 
time invariant, in other words only small displacements 
about the neutral point are considered. This is in order to 
make the theory valid and manageable. Practical experience 
as well as the results given above indicate that such an 
assumption produces workable results. 
It will be seen from fig. 5.5 that, temporarily ignoring 
block D, the observer is a simulation of the system and 
thus the dynamic behaviour of both the system and the 













""'It"" =CX Inn u tt a an n r: n n n n n =nan n a a a• n n n n a a a (5n 13) 
and sXe=AXe+BQJ 
•y e=CXe I= n r. n n a 11 a 11 nan u a a a a It a an n a an n n n a a: a c (5n 14) 
where X is the system state vec:tor and 
Xe is the estimated state vector in the observer. 
v· and Ve are the corresponding output vec:tors, 
whilst A,B and C an~ matrices of matc:hing dimensions. 
Since the latter matrices are identical for both systems it 
is clear that, provided the initial conditions are 
identical, Xe=X and V 8 =V fcir all inputs and ci.11 time. 
As long as this is the case the input to and consequently 
al so the output from block D is zer·o and eq. (5. 14) holds. 
At turn-cm X#Xe, initially, and thus .... if:l:f"o,...e. 
observ<=r 
For the 
sX e=A X e+BU+D <V-""'tl"'" e> ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• (5. 15) 
From the above we obtain the following for the difference 
vector ( X -Xe> between the two systems: 
s<X-Xe)=(A-DC) <X-)1(
8
) •••••••••••••••••••••••••• (5.16) 
In this equation it is seen that 
the input LI and wi 11 thus; decay 
eigenvalues of <A-CD) are 
comp! e:·: s-pl ane. 
( X -Xe> is independent o·f 
to zero provided all the 
in the left half of the 
The design problem is thus firstly to choose D to be 
c:onformabl e with C and secondly to ens1.tr·e that the above 
requirement concerning the eigenvalues is met. 
After this; has been done a suitable feedback matr·i:·: I< is 
chosen that will be identical to that chosen for direct 













It must be appreciated, however, that the above dynamic 
response may only be achieved for inputs and disturbances 
which oc:cu1~ in vector~; R , LP and in the feedback path 
(through D<) • This is due to the symmetry cf the total 
system .. All responses due to such inputs and disturbances 
will cancel at the input of D and thus any natural 
frequencies associated with D will not be 11 e:·: c i t ed 11 • Any 
unsymmetrical disturbance, however, which occurs in either 
the bearing or the observer alone, will cause these natural 
frequencies to be "e:·:ci ted" and the ensuing response wi 11 
generally be poorer than that of a direct state variable 
feedback system. 
Returning to the magnetic: bearing, it must be kept in mind 
that the input referenct: g:::;;: is usL1al l y held at zero, si nee 
the rotor is only required to remain in its neutral (zero) 
st.::\te and thus the input node for R need not physi c;:tl 1 y 
Further it is to be expected that most of the disturbances 
encountered will be unsymmetrical (ie in the bearing only) 
and unless these disturbances are measured and the whole 
system is modified so that they may be considered as inputs 
some of the advantages of the state observer are lost, as 
e:·:pl a.i ned abo\l'f?. 
After the removal of the node R the whole system below the 
line QQ 1 in fig. 5.5 may be seen as a simple feedback 
network coupling the output •y of the bearing back to the 
input. The transfer function matrix of this feedback system 
is found to be 
1--11
0 
<s> =II-< (s I -A-E--cl·<+DC >-·i D ••••.•••••••••••••••••• (5. 17) 
The values ll-<=Ck 1 k 2 k3 J in eq. (5. Hf) will be used below 
for state observer feedback. 













d""!!'Jta n nun n a a a s1 an a a er an an n n a• a" an a a a a an n a a a Ra (5a 18) ·-· 
To ensure convergence between the true and estimated state 
vectors the 3 eigenvalues of (i¢:!!a-DC> are conveniently 
chosen to be equal to some arbitrary real value -6.This 
prodUCf?S 
- 3+"T·- .2+-:r·:2 ·+·::3 -S ·-•Cl 5Jo • ..,:.t_I S 1_1 a a a a a a a a a u a a a n c a u n n a n a u a (5.19) 
11 n a a a • u n n u A a a a a r.: n ri " a a a a n a a a a a a n a 11 u a a a ( 5 u: 2!!5) 
The laborious task of calculating !1--Jl
0
(s), which is a scalar 
in this case, according to equation (5.17>, can now be 
undertaken. Such a calculation finally produces 
··k d -. d k 
( k d +k d +k d ) s 2 +I 2--2+d k Is+-~ ~5 
1 1 ? ? -::· -:r ·· M ? -::·.. M 
H < s > =--· ___ ::_:_~_:.::___.:::______ .... ·-· ----·-
o ·· Rk -. Rk d Rk d 
s
3
+<Rk +d >s2 +1Rk d +d +- 2 ls+Rk d + 2-::'..+--::'..+-~ 
1 3 ·· 13 2 M-· 12 M MM 
a a A a an n a o u nu an a a a a a (5a 21) 
H
0
<s> here has the same form as H<s> in 
the two should be made identical, 




performance will result. In order to synthesize the above 
by means of an observer, which may be a simulator of the 
true system, at least three operational amplifiers are 
required whereas H<s>, according to eq. (5.2>, may be 
obtained by means of two operational amplifiers only. 
Mathematically and conceptually the straightforward 
feedback compensator approach is far simpler than the state 
observer approach, but produces the same result. The latter 













5.4 "Sensorless" Feedback Compensation 
It should be possible to derive the rotor displacement from 
the current-voltage relationship at the driving coils. If 
this is possible the need to install sensors will disappear 
because, as we have seen above, the system can be 
stabilised satisfactorily with a position feedback signal 
only. Stated in more general terms, the following question 
has to be answered: If the coil voltage is the controlled 
input to the system and the variable component of the 
current in the coil this is the current i 1 <t> as defined 
in section 3.1.1> is taken as the only available output, 
will the system then be completely observable? In case this 
is true, then hopefully, 
built at lower cost. 
a mere reliable system may be 
Restricting this investigation to the small signal linear 
model cf the system derived in section 3.4 equations (3.31> 
are rearranged as follows: 
sP l!l l!l !!l p 1 (!! 
2I 
[:] 0 sV = 0 0 v + l!l 1 Md 
sX l!l 1 l!l x (!l (!l 
a a a a a u a a ( 5 n 22 ) 
I 1 = [ l!l l!l ~ o ] [~ ]+ [~::~o 0] [~] 
Equations (5.22> are defined as 
sX v=AvX v+BvRv 
I 1 =C vx v +S VJ=;:: vll a A • is •• If a A a •• a a a • a • A • a a d a a a a a a # u a a a ( 5 n 2~;) 






























v v Md 
is nonsingular provided I #0 
0 
Thus, as long as the quiescent coil current is kept at some 
finite nonzero value the system is observable and the 
concept of "sensorless" feedback may be put to practice. 
This would be practical where a quiescent current is 
required to counteract a constant load such as the 
gravitational load on the axial bearing in this 
application. 
The system of equations (5.22) 
gr·aphically in fig. 5.6. 
or <5.23> is depicted 
Although there may be numerous different compensator 
configurations the most straightforward is probably that 
shown in fig. 5.6. The control current 1 1 , as can be seen 
from the figure, consists of 3 components being: 
a) a current directly related to position x, say Ix=<I 0 /d)X 
b) the magnetising current Im=E/CL 0 s> and 
c> a shunt component I
5
=E/r 1 due to the eddy currents in 
the core (see chapter 3). 
If the latter two components could be simulated in the 
compensator and subtracted from I 1 we would have regained 








to •.• 11. , 
reduced 
the feedback 
to that of 












high frequency poles have to be added into the feedback 
loop. 
Since the system in fig. 5.6 is a two terminal <one port) 
system where the current into the port is used to control 
the terminal voltage across it, the total compensator may 
be seen simply as a compensating impedance: 
Z' ( s) 
Z ( S) =----------- ( r.~) a a a a • a a a a u n a 11 a a u 11 u a a a a a n a a a u a ( 5 a 2~i) 
1 1 
1+(-+---)Z' <s> 
r L s 
1 0 
where Z' (s) may, for the sake of convenience, be chosen to 
possess two identical poles and two identical zeros: 
Z' ( s) 
2 2 




( ~~!) a a a a a n a a a a a a r. n n a a a a a c: n n a 11 a a a c Ill a a a ( 5 a 26) 
where R is a constant with dimensions "ohms". 
c 
If p is chosen sufficiently large 
'? 
Z " ( s > =? R c ( s--z ) ..:.. < Q ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • < 5 .. 2 7 ) 
Assuming current 
compensated for 
components Im and Is of I 1 to be exactly 
by branch -(1/r 1+1/CL 0 s>>, the 
characteristic equation of the total system in fig. 5.6 
reduces to: 
2 2 
2I R < s-z > 
0 c 
1 +--------=~$a n a roz a n a a n d n a a a a n n a a a u n a " sr a a n a a a a a a a a a a ( 5 a 28) ,.., ..,. 
Md..::.s·..:· 
for which a root locus diagram for variable R is presented 
c 
in fig. 5.7. 
At the breakaway point <s=3z),for non-oscillatory response, 
2 
?I 
..... 0 27 
- .. ---R =-- J Z I 11 a a a n a a u a • a n a n a a a a a a a n 11 a a • a a 11 n a a a a a a " n a a a ( 5 n 2Cj>) 





wh i 1st for - .. ---R > 1- I a " a .. " " a a " " a " a " " .. a " ·" " " = .. er • a " " " " " a < 5 = 3~2)) 
2 c 2 
Md 
asymptotic stability is ensured. 
Unfortunately, since Z<s> is not positive real, it cannot 




































to be a trans-impedance amplifier with the necessary dy-
namic behaviour. 
From equations <5.20) and <5.22> 
. .:-. 2 2 
s -2zs +z s z ( s) =·-----·-------------- , __ _ 
; 3 + r~ -~~+ 2 + f ( ~"'.+~ ·1s+f2 
1 · o 1-· .. 1 o c-· o 
~ r"'I: /""\ ~ 
r s fs..::. -·2zs..::. +z .c·I 
1 .. -· 
pa.ge 95 
:tanannnnuaaannnun•n (5:i31) 
5.4.1 Practical Results Nith Sensorless Feedback 
Figure 5.8 is a schematic diagram of the circuit used to 
test the idea of sensorless feedback. This circuit operates 
as, follows~ 
The total coil current is measured across shunt resistor r~ 
::; 
by means of differential amplifier A5 , which produce~ an 
output signal proportional to I 1 +I 0 • 
11 10
11 is subtracted 
from this signal in amplifier A6 , to produce an ouput 
"-I 1 ". A signal 
11 -E" rep1r·esenting -E appears on the 0L1tput 
of A1 which is obtained by amplifying the input voltage to 
the power amplifier Vin by the voltage amplification factor 
of the power amplifier Kk and simultaneously subtracting 
the voltage drop across the control coil internal 
resistance I 1 r- i • Signal 
11 --E" is then used to generate the 
two "current components"!• "E/r 1
11 and "E/ <L
0
s) 11 by means of 
operational amplifiers A~ and A~ respectively. The latter 
.,:;.. ·-' 
tir~o signals are then subtracted from 11 --I 1
11 to produce 
signal 11 I:·: 11 on the oupLit of A4 • 
Bode amplitude plots of l"l., 11 /"E" I did not cor-r£~spond to ,., 
that of IVp/EI, where VP was the position signal. These 
Bode amplitude plots are shown in fig. 5.9. The position 
sensors were of the eddy current type developed especially 
for the experimental bearing. E was measured by means of a 
search coil placed in the same slot as the control coil. 
Thus "I H" 1A•as not a repr-esentat ion of ;.: and, need 1 ess to 















































c:ompensc:i.tc1r input over from VP tc::; II I}( II n Furtheir 
measurements revealed that the relationship between E and 
I1 also didn't correspond to that predicted by the above 
theory, indicating that the model of fig. 5.6 does not 
represent the physical system accurately enough. In the 
zone where II 1 /EI is expected to roll off at 60 dB/decade, 
representing IX/El most closely (see fig. 5.10), this 
disparity is particularly noticeable. 
Practical measurements of the transfer function of input 
voltage E to position X as well as the very successful! 
compensator which was designed around this latter transfer 
function, served to confirm the accuracy thereof. It is 
thus felt that the current component representing position 
is being masked by some unaccounted for parasitic effects 
such as skin effects in the unlaminated magnetic corre. This 
would cause r 1 to be frequency dependent and not constant, 
as was tacitly assumed in all the foregoing discussions. At 
the time of this writing this problem was still unresolved 
and most certainly has to be followed up afterwards due to 
the potential advantages which it has to offer. 
5.5 Conclusion 
After investigating 
this chapter, the 
the best practical 
the various possibilities dealt with in 
following procedure appears to produce 
results when designing a feedback 
compensator for a single magnetic bearing: 
(a) Draw theoretical Bode-amplitude plots for the voltage 
driven system with control voltage as input and relative 
displacement between rotor and stator as output. 
(b) Construct (graphically) the asymptotes for the inverse 
of the feedback transfer function H<s>. 
<c> Synthesise H<s> and close the feedback loop. 
Cd) After succeeding in making the practical system 
asymptotically stable, by varying the parameters (mainly 
the gain constant> of H<s>, the true transfer function 
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injecting a displacement perturbation signal into the loop 
(input Vin' fig. 5.2). 
(e) Repeat steps (b) and <c> to obtain a better solution 
of H ( s). 
(f) Parasitic rotor resonances are eliminated by employing 
a notch filter tuned to the resonance frequency (see 
appendi >: 4B) • 
Although the magnetic bearing system is nonlinear, the 
variation in loop gain due to amplitude variation was found 
to be sufficiently small to make the above design 
procedure, based on linear theory, practical. This is 
mainly due to the effect of the magnetic remanence of the 
core material. When a more ideal core material is used such 
as magnetically soft ferrites, a stable limit cycle should 
be eNpf:!cted. 
It was demonstrated that the use of a state observer has no 
advantage over the straightforward approach outlined above. 
Further it was demonstrated theoretically that a 
"sensorless" system is completely observable from the 
current-voltage relationship at the driving coil. This 
suggests a cheaper and more reliable system employing no 
sensors, but only applicable to magnetic bearings where a 
nonzero quiescent current is required. This would typically 
be the case when the bearing is constantly loaded by a 
gravity field. Practical results obtained with such a 
"sensorless" system indicated tha.t the theoretical modE~l 
which was employed here was probably an oversimplification 
of the practical situation since the bearing could not be 
stabilised with the compensator based on this model. 













REDUCTION OF ENERGY LOSSES IN MAGNETIC BEARINGS ARISING 
FROM ROTOR IMBALANCE 
page 112!1 
It is virtually impossible to construct a high speed 
flywheel rotor which is perfectly balanced [1J&C41J, and 
even if it were possible to balance the rotor perfectly at 
any particular speed, the balance would constantly shift 
with changing speed due to changing material stresses. The 
rotor will tend to rotate about its centre of mass which 
does not normally coincide with the geometric centre of 
that portion of the rotor from which its position is sensed 
for the purpose of position control feedback. The position 
sensors would thus in turn give out cyclic displacement 
signals which are synchronised with rotor rotation. The 
servo loop will constantly attempt to correct for this 
cyclic "displacement" giving rise to unnecessary losses in 
the system. This phenomenon was found to be particularly 
noticeable in the radial magnetic bearing investigated 
here. 
6.1 Elimination of Imbal~nce Signals 
' 
The frequency separation between the cutoff frequency 
required for the servo loop, which will ensure a reasonable 
settling time, and the lowest rotation frequency whereby 
the rotor is operated, is found to be rather small, 
typically about one half of a decade. This phenomenon makes 
a low pass filter impractical because a cutoff which is too 
steep will be required which will give rise to ringing that 
will be quite unacceptable. 
The only practical 
notch filter with 
solution seems to be the use of a sharp 
a centre frequency coincidirig with the 
rotation frequency. This centre frequency will have to 
track the rotation frequency very closely. 
The latter requirement will be difficult to meet with any 
kind cf continuous time filter. A discrete time notch 













rotor will automatically track the rotor frequency. If at 
least two samples are taken per revolution the Nyquist 
criterion is automatically satisfied for the imbalance 
signals as well as the normal displacement signals which 
are assumed to be well below the rotation frequency. During 
runup, whilst the rotation frequency traverses through the 
passband of the servo loop, the sampling process may be 
disabled and the displacement signals allowed through 
continuously to prevent any aliasing. Since this runup time 
will normally represent a very small proportion of the 
total operating time the losses associated with imbalance 
during runup will be negligible. 




that two samples of the displacement signal are 
revolution of the rotor, the sampling interval 
rotor frequency, and consequently also the 
be n radians per sampling 
which is implied here is 
interval. 
that the 
imbalance signal, will 
A further assumption 




sinusoid, which is not 
provided r·otor is machined unreasonable, 
cir·cularly at the sensors and the characteristic of the 
position transducers is fairly close to linear. 
Since the imbalance signal has to be eliminated, a suitable 
notch filter is obtained by choosing a discrete transfer 
function H<z> which possesses a zero z 1=-1 and a pole p 1=-a 
where -a>-1 but close to -1 in the complex z-plane. See 
fig. 6. L 
ThLlS H (z) = (z4·1) / (z+a) a au a a a a a a an 11 n ss =I! a a a a a a a a• au a a a a• a (6n 1) 
The corresponding difference equation for H<z> is 
Y<k>=X<k>+XCk-1>-aY<k-1) •••.••.•••••..•••.•...•••••.•• <6.2> 
where Y(k) is the discrete time output of the filter and 
X<k> is the discrete time input to the filter. 
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hold) circuits and one summing amplifier as shown in block 
diagram form in fig. 6.2. 
The output of the notch filter for a discrete unity step 
input signal is given by 
Y<k>=2/(1+a)-{(1-a)/(1+a)}(-a)k •••••••.••.•.••••....•• <6.3> 
Y<k> is plotted for various a in fig.6.3. 
6.3 Elimination of Harmonics of the Imbalance Signal 
Since the above filter will totally eliminate all signals 
for which the sampling interval is <2n+1)n rad/sampling 
interval where n=0,1,2, •• etc., and the rotation frequency 
corresponds to the case where n=0, it is obvious that the 
fundamental component of the imbalance signal and all its 
odd harmonics will be eliminated. 
All the even harmonics corresponding to sampling intervals 
of 2nn rad/sampling interval are aliased and appear as a 
steady de component. 
The nett effect of this de signal will be to offset the 
rotor somewhat from its true neutral position. Most 
important however is that no cyclic displacement signal is 
generated and thus all losses associated with such cyclic 
signals are eliminated. 
6.4 Alternate Solution 
The above aliasing, which causes the even harmonics to 
appear as de signals, suggests an alternate solution to the 
whole problem. This is obtained by the simple expedient of 
sampling the displacement signal once per revolution in 
stead of twice as in the above. This technique causes all 
the Fourier components of the cyclic imbalance signal to 
appear as de components simply because the sampling 
interval is now 2nn rad/sampling interval. In other words 
the only addition required, which is to be cascaded into 
the servo loop, is a simple sample and hold circuit that is 
clocked once per revolution of the rotor. The price that 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































has to be paid for this simpler solution is a factor 2 
greater separation required between the max. frequency 
component of the true displacement signal and the rotation 
frequency, as well as the abovementioned steady (de) 
displacement. The latter can be negligible in many 
applications especially when the rotor is accurately 
machined. 
6.5 Practical Results and Conclusion 
The alternate solution proposed above was tested on the 
experimental radial magnetic bearing by cascading a sample 
and hold circuit into the feedback loop. The clock signal 
for the sample and hold circuit was derived optically from 
the rotor shaft. During runup the sampling action was 
inhibited, letting the displacement signal directly 
through. At full speed (25 000 r/min) the sampling was 
enabled. 
Without sampling the power consumption for this single 2kg 
radial <2-axis) bearing was 5 Watts and with sampling this 
power dropped to 0,2 Watts. This was even lower 
<approximately 50%) than the consumption with the rotor 
stationary and the sampler inoperative. This observation 
came as a surprise and could possibly be ascribed to the 
combined effect of aliasing that the sampler has on the 
high frequency components of the ever present noise in the 
system and the frequency dependence of the magnetic losses 
in the core material. With the sampler in action the speed 
of rotation also rose perceptably due to the reduced 
hysteresis and eddy current drag on the rotor. 
Rotor displacement signal waveforms, 
sampling, are shown in fig. 6.5 
before and after 
The results obtained here demonstrate the effectivity of 
this technique which can be applied to any magnetic 
bearing, even for other applications. In addition to the 
drop in power consumption (by a factor of 25 in the above 
case) the amount of vibration produced drops 






























bearing displays zero stiffness at the rotation frequency. 
As a consequence no imbalance forces are transmitted to the 
stator. 
The stiffness here is the inverse of the mechanical 
compliance which is defined as the ratio of the reaction 
force that the rotor experiences per unit displacement 
<Nim). Both the force and 
sinusoidal functions of time. 
the displacement could be 
In an electrical impedance 
analogy of the system the quantities stiffness~ force and 
displacement would be represented by the inverse of 













C 0 N C L U S I 0 N 
7.1 Practical Results Obtained with Magnetic Bearings 
Details of practical results, obtained on the various 
aspects of magnetic bearings which were investigated in 
this thesis, were presented from time to time in the text 
where appropriate. At this point a r~sum~ of these results 
and some remarks of a more general nature are considered 
neccess~"\r-y. 
A broader theoretical basis, than that found in the 
literature, for understanding magnetic bearing behaviour, 
has been developed to the point where it was possible to 
successfully explain and compensate for stable and unstable 
limit cycles that would develop mainly under low gain 
setting and overload conditions repectively. These bearings 
were controlled by feedback loops based on their small 
signal linear models. The first was a single radial bearing 
and the second a three dimensional bearing with five active 
axes, both described in detail in chapter 1. It was 
possible to adjust the feedback loops of these bearings so 
that they were critically to overcritically damped in all 
their modes with low settling times <<20 ms) as illustrated 
by the curves in fig. 5.2a. This performance was maintained 
in spite of high speed rotation which gives rise to 
gyroscopic cross coupling between the various axes. 
Integral feedback was incorporated, providing the bearing 
with infinite low frequency stiffness, while the 
11 rc1tational frequency stiffnf::;s" could be made zerc1 to 
eliminate all losses and vibrations caused by rotor 
imbalance, causing the power consumption to drop by a 
factor of 25! (see chapter 6). The model of the bearing 
which was used also took into consideration the main 
parasitic resonances of the rotor and the stator. The 
lc1ading that this bearing could t.olera.te befon:~ "dropping 
out" or breaking into oscillat.ic:in wci.s 
projected magnetic pole area. In the case 
? !2l, 5 kg/cm~ of 
of oscillations 












the overload condition. The magnetic components of these 
bearings were manufactured from solid steel, which is 
essential for very high speed rotation and a departure from 
the standard practice of laminating the magnetic cores. 
Although the magnetic bearing is a nonlinear system, it was 
demonstrated, in theory as well as in practice, that linear 
control theory is applicable to the system when the control 
coil voltage is taken as the controlled variable (see 
chapters 4 and 5). This is important because it simplifies 
the synthesis of the feedback control loops. The 
theoretical development which led to this result also 
seirves to point out th<~ limitations of such a "linear·" 
approach, and explains the development of limit cycles 
either under overload conditions, or with very low loop 
gain settings. 
Taken in its entirety, the results obtained during this 
investigation were positive, since it led to a deeper 
insight into the subject and the theoretical results have 
been very successfully applied, demonstrating the practical 
usefulness of such bearings, particularly for high speed 
applications. 
7.2 Evaluation of Magnetic Bearings 
Practical experience gained in the application of the 
theories developed has made the following evaluation 
possible. For details the reader is referred to the main 
body of the text. The most salient points are summarised 
individually~ as follows: 
7.2.1 Rotational Speed 
Magnetic bearings may be operated without difficulty from 
the stationary position up to the maximum speed dictated by 
the strength of the material of the rotor. In the case of 
bearing no. 2 investigated here this max. speed of 
approximately 13000 r/min was dictated by the mechanical 
strength of the aluminium cilinder (see fig. 1.3). As far 












limitation. For example, a 120 mm diameter maraging steel 
rotor could be spun up to approximately 80000 r/min. When 
incorporating the notch filter of chapter 6 the power 
consumption tends to be even lower than that of the 
stationary bearing. This was actually observed with bearing 
no. 1 spinning at 25000 r/min •• 
7.2.2 Critical Speeds 
Critical speeds or resonances which could lead to dangerous 
mechanical stresses in the rotor are eliminated effectively 
by incorporating notch filters into the feedback loops or 
by shaping the frequency characteristic of the feedback 
path in a suitable manner. This allows the rotor to operate 
safely over the entire speed range. This shaping is 
illustrated in fig. 5.1 where it can be seen how the 
111 /H(j.;.;r)" curve is "shaped" to lie below the stator 
r-esonance "kink" in 11 G(j1:.:•>" and, by virtue of the 
continuous timf? notch filter, "jump" over the rotor-
r-esonance peak. 
7.2.3 Rotor Balance 
Any rotor, manufactur-ed by standard machining operations 
and which, by virtue of its shape and mass distribution, is 
fundamentally balanced, requires no fur-ther balancing since 
any r-esidual imbalance will not be "seen" by the control 
loop once the discr-ete notch filter of chapter 6 has been 
incorporated. The rotor- thus rotates about it centre of 
mass and no imbalance vibrational forces will act upon the 
stator. This is applicable to any envisaged oper-ating 
speed, provided the sampling frequency is high enough so 
that the system is stable (see chapter 6>. By obviating the 
need to balance the rotor accurately the manufacturing cost 
is thereby reduced considerably. 
7.2.4 Mechanical Tolerances 
These tolerances are a function of the selected gap length 
<typically 1 mm) but are non-critical, say +;_50 µm. This 













7.2.5 Mechanical Qibration 
As stated above, when a discrete notch filter <chapter 6) 
is incorporated into the feedback loop all vibrations 
arising from rotor imbalance 
type of bearing very useful for 
sensitive to vibrations. 
7.2.6 Stiffness 
are eliminated making this 
applications which are 
The stiffness of any bearing is a function of the frequency 
of the applied load <the term stiffness is defined in 
section 6.5). Magnetic bearings have the advantage that 
this stiffness characteristic may be tailored to almost any 
requirement via the feedback loop. Fot" e:-:ample, infinite 
stiffness for static loads may be combined with zero 
stiffness for rotational frequency loads as demom;trated in 
this investigation. This 
particularly attractive 
[34]. 
combination of properties is 
for high precision machine tools 
For the radial bearing (bearing no. l>, capable of 
supporting a maximum load of 3,5 kg, the no-load power 
consumption was 0,2 Watts at a rotational speed of 25000 
r/min. Radial bearings develop drag torques when loaded due 
to the unsymmetric magnetic field which is set up, causing 
cyclic magnetisation of the rotor. This was confirmed by 
the perceptable drop in speed of the above bearing when 
switching out the notch filter. The power required for 
driving the rotor was measured and found to be 50 Watts 
without the notch filter and only 25 Watts with the natch 
filter. The additional 25 watts is ascribed to the 
"electr·omagnet:i.c dr.:tg" on the rotc1r!, whe1'·eas the 25 ~~c\tts 
required for driving the rotor, after removal of the 
"drag"!• by means of the notch filter~ W<JLr.ld be mainly 
windage loss since the rotor was not run in a vacuum. The 
total motor losses were measured by decoupling the bearing 













same speed. Additional copper losses were accounted for by 
measuring the loaded and no-load input current and the de 
resistance of the armature. These motor losses were then 
subtracted from the total input power to obtain the above 
two loss figures. 
From the above it is thus concluded that the main loads 
should preferably be carried by the axial bearing which 
does not develop drag torques so that the power consumption 
may be kept very low in spite of loading. 
The power consumption of an axial magnetic bearing, which 
was designed by the author to support a 200 kg rotor, was 
estimated at 10 Watts, independent of speed. This figure 
could not be confirmed experimentally at the time of this 
writing since this bearing was not yet operational. Such a 
power consumption would, however, provide a rundown time of 
3 weeks if the energy to drive the bearing is extracted 
from the flywheel which has an energy storage capacity of 
18 Mega-Joules. 
The experimental figures measured with the radial bearing 
above nevertheless indicates its superiority to that cf any 
mechanical bearing when comparing, for instance, the 
rundown time constant of 3 hours which was measured for 
high speed mechanical bearings by the author (chapter 1). 
7.2.8 Expected Life and Hear 
Mechanical wear is totally absent in magnetic bearings. 
Material fatigue due to stresses induced by rotation would 
thus be the limiting factor on the life expectancy of the 
bearing. 
7.2.9 Syste• Reliability and PoNer Failures 
The mean time to failure of such a system will be 
determined mainly by the statistical failure rate of the 
electronic servo loop which, when properly designed, could 













of 50000 hours are realistic. 
Power failures are a different matter and special 
precautions have to be taken. For most applications the use 
of back-up storage batteries is an obvious solution. In the 
experimental work done here two series coupled 12V, 10Ah 
lead acid motorbike batteries, which were trickle charged 
at a current of 1A from a dual laboratory power supply, 
served ideally as the +12V and -12V supply with automatic 
mains failure backup. During the course of the experimental 
work several power failures, without any detrimental effect 
on the bearing, were experienced with the bearing running 
at high speed, proving the worth of this arrangement. For 
energy storage flywheels the energy stored in the flywheel 
itself would provide the back-up supply. In the event of an 
internal system failure so-called mechanical touch down 
bearings [1J will prevent the rotor from selfdestruction as 
these latter bearings will be dimensioned to allow for at 
least one rotor run-down from maximum speed. 
7.2.18 Lubricants and Ultra-clean Environ•ents 
The total absence of lubricants make the magnetic bearing 
particularly suitable for environments that should be free 
of traces of hydrocarbons such as high and ultra-high 
vacuum chambers [33J. 
7.2.11 Cost 
The cost effectivity of a magnetic bearing increases with 
the size of the bearing and with its operating speed. A 
major portion of the costs of the electronic system remains 
constant when the size of the bearing changes, the only 
components changing being the power supply and the output 
stage of the power amplifier. The cost of the electronic 
system thus becomes smaller relative to the total system 
costs as the size of the bearing increases. The component 
cost of the total electronic system for the 3-dimensional 













The improved cost effectivity which is realised at higher 
speeds is relative to that of 
of the higher degree of 
mechanical bearings because 
sophistication required by 
mechanical bearings at these speeds. 
The costs of the mechanical components of a magnetic 
bearing should be relatively low, especially when mass 
produced, due to the less stringent tolerance and balancing 
requirements as explained above. 
It is thus cl€~ar that __ [LSfl.!J..§j;_ic_ 
£:..Q!l§.i qered for a12.12l i cat~ ons such as f l~eeJ_f.mJEJ:.QY._15tor::&s 5 
Q..:tf:..9SC ope ~h...._h i 9..!:L ... .PJ:§.J;;:j_§J_qJl mac h i n e t oqj_~..5.--.. 9:Lll.'\;.r: i f_u 9..§Jih. 













7.3 Proposed Follow-up Work 
Although there are many topics which could be identified 
for usefull follow-up work, only three will be discussed 
here: 
7.3.1 Sensorless Feedback 
The current-voltage relationships of the driving coils may 
be used to compute the component of this current which 
repr·esents the rc)tor displacement. This "displacement " 
current may then be used to control the coil voltage via a 
proven compensator, thus eliminating the need for a 
position transducer. Alternately, the input impedance of 
the driving coil, which is found to be unstable, may be 
shunted by a suitable "stabilising impedance" and a far 
simpler and thus more reliable system would result. A more 
accurate model of the system, than that used in the 
abortive attempt described in section 5.5, would have to be 
found, however, before attempting to put this idea to 
practice. It may prove to be necessary to take the skin 
effect of the unlaminated magnetic core into consideration. 
As a first step, the effect of eddy currents could be 
eliminated by constructing an experimental bearing with 
This system could serve to test the basic 
principle of sensor-less feedback. Once an accurate model is 
found, it should be tested for observability and 
controlability before preceding any further. In retrospect, 
it may be said that the procedure whereby this concept was 
tested during this investigation was probably too ambitious 
and a more cautious, step by step approach should have been 
adopted. 
7.3.2 Transfer Function of the Rotating Body 
In an attempt to predict the behaviour of the 3-dimensional 
magnetic bearing at high angular velocities of the rotor a 
transfer function matrix for this rotating body was 
de1ri ved n These transfer functions were identical to that 
derived by Craig [29J for the dynamically tuned gyroscope. 
The off-diagonal elements of the matrix indicated the 












gyroscopic effects. The dynamic behaviour of the system, 
due to these predicted cross coupling effects, did not 
agree with experimental results. For instance, an undamped 
precession of the rotor, which should have manifested 
itself as a resonance peak, was predicted, but could not be 
observed in practice with the experimental bearing. It is 
expected that the geometry of the rotor, which was a long 
cilindrical shape with its mass concentrated mainly at the 
two ends, did not lend itself well to demonstrating these 
effects because the polar moment of inertia about its 
rotational axis was too low. Thus the gyroscopic effects, 
if present, were probably masked by noise. In order to 
investigate this multivariable feedback control problem, a 
new rotor, resembling the geometry of a practical flywheel 
system more closely, would have to be constructed. 
7.3.3 Hagnetic Suspension of a Flexible Hoop 
The magnetically restrained kinetic energy system referred 
to in section 1.2 is essentially a flexible hoop which has 
to be suspended magnetically. Due to its flexibility, a 
multiplicity of suspension magnets, with feedback loops, 
spaced at regular intervals around its periphery, will be 
required to suspend it successfully. 
Since a considerable degree of cross coupling is to be 
expected, particularly between adjacently placed control 
loops, such a system poses a multivariable control problem 
of considerable magnitude. In investigating this problem it 
will probably be neccessary to view the hoop as a closed 
transmission or delay line with a fixed propagation delay 
around its circumference. This system will be prone to the 
development of standing waves which will have to be 














ESTIMATION OF EFFECTIVE IRON SHUNT RESISTANCE r 1 
From fig. 3.5 the following relationship can be derived in 
the frequency domain: 
E 1==<ji;.:1r 1 I 2 ) I ( j i;.:i+r l /L 1 ) •••••••••.• -•.•.•..•••.•.•.••••• ( 3A. 1) 
A Bode amplitude plot of E 1 with I 2 held constant would, 
at low frequencies, where w<r 11L 1 , display a positive slope 
of 20 dB/decade. With 0>r 11L 1 the curve will flatten out to 
0 dB/decade. The crossover point where 
··-,· -..- /L (""'"/\ r~) 1 .•. 1- .•.I 0 -1 1 1 a n a a a u n n n a a a a n u u a a a c: a a a a a a a a n a si n n a = a a u n n n a a 0.:.•r-1 u .i::. 
is determined from an experimental Bode plot. 
An experimental curve for a 600 Newton radial bearing is 
shown in fig. 3A.1. In this case 0 0 +2nx150=942 rad/s. In 
order to determine this curve the rotor was clamped at x=0 
and E 1 was measured by means of a search coil placed in the 
slot of one of the stator poles adjacent to the air gap. 
L1 was measured to be 30 mH. 
Thus r 1=942x30x10-
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LINEAR STATE EQUATIONS FOR THE CURRENT FED MAGNETIC BEARING 
Assume that the total magnetic bearing <ie rotor as well as 
? stator> is being accelerated at a rate of a m/s-. The 
velocity of the rotor relative to the stator is v m/s. 
Thus the total acceleration of the rotor at=a+dv/dt 
The magnetic force acting on the rotor 
f =M (a +d v Id t ) = a " n " n u a " a n " " " " a " ,. " a '* " a .. a a a a " " a • = a"" n a a = a = ( 3B n 1 ) 
f1··om eq. C3.12) this becomes 
v=Lod [ ··~o +i5 ~ 2 - ~o +i3-. 2]-c.".\ ••••••••••••• " •••••• D •• ". DD (3B. 2) 




current amplifiers to be operating in their 
the following relationships from eq. (3.2) 
i 2 ( t ) = i 4 ( t ) = i 1 ( t ) a n a a a a n a n a n 11 a a a a u a a a st a ·a n a n n n a A a n u a a " ( 3[-f n ~_5) 
Replacing i 2 <t> and i 4 <t> according to eq. <3B .. 3> and e 1 
according to eq. (3 .. 7) into eq. (3.3) yields. 
I +i r (d+:·:> r Cd+:·:) 
• 0 3 1 1 
i =----v- ----i + ----··i 
3 d+x dL 3 dL 1 
I +i 
















a a n n a u a n a u a a a ( 3B u 4) 
The relationship ~=v together with equations (38.2> and 
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dL 5 dL 1 
0 0 
page 122 
a a a a rt ad an (3a 15) 
The Jacobian matrices are defined as <see refs. [38J&[39J>: 
. . . . " 1:. ~-~ e•:-: C•;< i:1x C•:·~ .:::, }~ 
e•}·: 6v Cri 6i 6a 6i 
3 5 1 
;::,\,.. i:.v i:.v . a . 6v ;;:,v C•v 
C1;·~ C•V ;:.i e. i 6a 6i 
-:r ·-· 5 1 A..:.. 81. Ee~ 
i:.i . . 1:1 i . . e. i ;;;H i:1i 6i 
3 3 ::::: 
..,. 
·-' 3 3 . . . . . a . . . <3Bu 5) 
C•:·~ ;;:,v 6i 6i 6a 6i 
3 5 1 
eri ·=·i e.i ;:.i 
. . 
i:ii i5i 
5 5 5 5 5 5 
i5H 6v i:1i <::. i...•l ;:,a e.i -. .::. 5 1 
estimated at the nominal point whe1r·e vec:tcir X r==!!l. Equa.t. ion 













DERIVATION OF DESCRIBING FUNCTIONS FOR MAGNETIC BEARINGS 
4A.1 For the Non-saturating Core 
The force on the rotor due to coil 1 is (from eq. 3.10> 
,., 
f 1 =1~' 1 .::.., ( t ) / ( J-I 0 A ) a a a a n a • n a a u a a u a a n a a n n a a D a a a n a a a a n u 11 a a = ( 4 A n 1 ) 
<f 1 is chosen to be in the negative x-direction>. 
·i- 1 <t> is given by equations <4.6>,<4.7) and <4.9). 
The Fourier coefficients A1 and B1 of the fundamental 
cc1mponent are 
211: 211: 
and B ::::-.::'.. (" 1·· (·) f sinwt 
1 





{---<1-cosi:.:it)+·i· } c:os•:.:it dt + 




v 1T. 2 
-(t- -) } 
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.. ----;,-
ni:·:• o n <·:i 
.. 211: 
<t } coswt dt w 2 ] 






1 2np A 
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n+·•,·' 
2E: v 11: 2 
{ ---+·f· - - ( t - - ) } 
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211:1--' A 1 2 3 
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si n<·:•t dt + 
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~ .. ---- [ J +J +J J a n n a n n n u n n c a n ts n u a u a a a a c a a a n a u a n u u a a ( 4A u 4) 




equal the various integrals in 
21!: 
their order of appearance above and y~-- . These integrals 
v 
will, for the sake of convenience, be estimated separately: 
c:: v 
By defining e=-- and v=-- we obtain 
ni:.:i 
m 2 2 n 
··{e<1·-cosi:.:•t>+·f· } cosr:.:•tdt=-<e +e·f· )-•••••••••••• <4A .. 5) 
0 0 (•) 
< n:+v > 
oo V n 2 
I = {2e+t - -<t- -)} cosoot cit 
2 o n oo 
n 
2 2 1 














==-s1 n•.-1 •••••• <4A .. 7) 
-e sinv 1-cosv 
A ==----[ (e+·f- >n:+4v ( 1- ---) +4-f. <----) J •••••••••••• 




.. - 2 2 
I oo 2 2 e J == {e -2e cosoot+~-1 ~ e cos2r:.:it + -·-------· 2 +2et -2et cosoot+t2 } 0 0 0 l!l ... 
2 11 2 2 = - { ---e + 2 e .j• +'11 } d a a a • a a " n a = a a a n is a a a a a a a a u = a a a a n II H a c a ( 4 A u C'f ) 
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(1) a n n n a u a rt c n ci a ( 4A n 11 ) 
from equations C4A.4>, <4A.9> and C4A.10) 
e e < 1-·cos\-') 
B =·----[ - - + 4v------ + 
1 2Rµ A ~ V 
sinV 
4·•~• --J c a a u a u n a a a t: n u 1; n n ( 4A:: i 2) 
0 v 
0 
B 1 represents the amplitude of the force wave which is in 
phase with the control voltage ec whereas A 1 represents the 
amplitude of the force component which leads ec by 1T./2 rad. 
The total fundamental component of the force 
C =(A ·+·B) tan -- nauaacaa:aauua•aauauaanna111rruaa(4·Aa13) 
A 
2 2 1;.:::l -1 1 
1 1 1 B 
1 --------
and the describing function, taking into account the effect 
of both driving coils 
2C 
1 
N <E:: • .;.;. ) =---
. i:: 
2 
l tan __ -_1 _:_:_ 
=-<B +jA ) 
i:: 1 1 













4A.2 For the Saturating Core 
Cyclic saturation of the core is represented by •<t>=tm in 
fig. 4.4. 
In order to obtain the Fourier coefficients A1 ' and e 1 • 
four different intergrals have to be solved this time. <See 
previous section>: 
1T. 
( 1T. +\' • ) 
w V VlT. 2 
I ~ <-I· - -t + -) cos•:•:•t dt 







where \' • =------
v 
u = n n a t: h a n i: u a n ( 4A ts 15) 
The angle~' where •<t>=t • is obtained from eq. <4.7>. Thus 
m· 
( 1-cosi=;) + ·I· =·I· thus 
n~) o m 
a a a d • a a a a a n a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a u a a <4A.16) 
2E:: 
--+·I· >I· 











Solving equations (4A.15> we obtain: 
-1 ? 7 ? ? 
1 = ·-·-{ ( e ~ +e·I· ) ,:;- (--e - +2e·!· +·!·-)sin,:: 








1 = - ---si nt=; 
2 (1) 
2 
e . ~-. ·-sin . .::·!=·} 
l2 
-1 2 2 
I =-[{(F''-("rr.+V')v) -2v }sin\'' 
3 (•) 
2 2 2 
- <2P' v-·2nv -2V' v ) cosv" +2F'v-2nv J 








where e=--- and v=-- as defined previously. 
n<o:1 111:.:i 
Thus from eq. <4A.2> 
page 127 
1·.·· 
A :t =-·· - { I +I +I -fo- J } a a ~ a n a a a " • n a n a c; a a a= a u a u a a a a a u a a a ( 4A u 18) 
1 nµ A 1 2 3 4 
0 
-1 2 7 2 2 2 
=---[(e +e·I· >t=;+2·!· v-<-e +2e 1£· +·!· +·!· >sinF; 





















for El" : 
1 
i=• 
J 1~ r ~ 
Q!-· 
"' 
{e(i-cosoot>+t }~sinoot dt 
0 
? 
·i·~ si ni:.:rt cit 
m 
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n n a c: t: a tt a rt n :: ( 4A n 2~?.j) 










J :::::-{--- + 





v 2 <·i· - --t + vn:) sini:.;.t dt 
m n 
(•) 2 




e·I· +t - <e+·I· 
0 0 0 
J =--(i+cos!=•>. 
2 (~I 0 
1 2 2 2 2 
J =-{(f -2v >cosv"+2t vsinv"-t +2v >, 
3 oo o o m 
·i· -·I-
m o 




J = -· -< 1 +cos\'" ) • 
4 i:.:1 




1 e 2 2 2 ? 
El'=---- [- +e·I· +2v +{·I- - (e+·i· ) }cos~':•+e (e+•i• ) cos'-i=• 




















CONTINUOUS TIME NOTCH FILTER 
The active notch filter, taken from reference [44J and 
shown in fig. 48.1, successfully eliminated the tendency of 
the rotor of the experimental bearing to resonate. This 
resonance of the rotor, at a frequency of 925 Hz <5182 
r/s), was very pronounced before incorporation of the notch 
filter. 




G ( s +i:.:i ) 
0 
v 2 2 
1 s +Bs+i:.:i 
0 





n a a u u a a • a u • u a a a • a u n n n a a a n tt u a n a a n a a a a a a 
2 2 1 
(1) -· ----- G==1 
R c 0 2 
2 R R c 
1 2 
1 1 -- + --
R R 
1 2 
From the component values shown 
B = 5036,7 r/s and oo ::: 5701 r/s. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS USED 
Where both the upper and lower case of a symbol are given 




whilst the upper case will 
1) the Laplace transform of 
value thereof or 3) the 
denote one of the 
the variable, 2> the 
amplitude when the 
















f,F . . 
i , I 
GC ) : 
H 







L< ) : 
M 
m}·~ 
N< ) : 
n 
P,p 
pc: ( ) : 
effective magnetic pole area <m2> ,., 
linear acceleration (m/s') 
Voltage amplification factor 
Fourier coefficient of force wave 
complel·: constant 
magnetic flux density <T> 
Fourier coefficient of force wave 
Fourier coefficient of force wave 
capaci tanc€;.i (F) 
mechanical damping coefficient <N.s/m) 
neutral gap length <m> 
elements of D 
induced voltage <V> 
amplitude of applied sinusoidal coil voltage <V> 




magnetic field strength <Alm) 
feedback or compensator transfer function 
discrete time system transfer function 
spring constant CN/m) 
i:on!:rtant 
intege1r (1,2,3 .•• ) 
feedback coefficient 
inductance <H> 
1 i:iop gain 
mas~; <kg) 
mechanical transfer function singularity (rad/s) 
describing function <NIV> 
turns 













Px,Pxx: transfer function pole <rad/s) 
R small signal gain (N/V) 
~c constant <Q> 
R.. resistance <!~q ,.. 
r internal resistance CQ) 
s complex frequency or Laplace variable (rad/s) 
t tim€i! (s) 
u input reference signal 
V,v linear velocity (m/s) 
V supply voltage <V> 
v normalised supply voltage <Volt.sec/turn.rad.) 
W stored energy or work (J) 
X,x linear displacement <m> 
X<k>: discrete time, independent variable 
x+,x-: refers to positive and negative X-axis respectively 
Y<k>: discrete time, dependent variable 
Z< >: compensation impedance <Q> 
z ... z .... : transfer function zer·o (rad/s) ,., . ,.,"." 
A state t1ransi ti on matri>: 
Ee input matrL: 
C output matr b: 
D di ffe1renc:e feedba.ck matri :·: 
H
0
0: feedback tra.nsfer function matri>: 
I-< feedback matri>: 
R i npLtt vector 
V ouput vector 
X state vector 
~ phase angle for unsaturated core (radians) 
~ phase shift (radians> 
t,~ : magnetic flux <W> 
V freewheeling angle <rad) 
~ complex frequency constant <rad/s) 
µ magnetic permeability (H/m) 
1T. 3,141593 
p material density (kg/m3> 
mechanical stress <Nlm2) 
~ auxilliary time variable (s) 
8 phase angle <radians> 
oo angular frequency (rad.ls) 
~ : means "defined as" 
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